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FIGURE 0.1. Three monotone paths on the zonotope and in the monotone path graph.
Abstract
A Zonotope Z is the linear projection of an n-cube into Rd. Given a generic linear function f , an f -
monotone path on Z is a path along edges from the f -minimizing vertex −z to its opposite vertex z.
The monotone paths of Z are the vertices of the monotone path graph in which two f -monotone paths
are adjacent when they differ in a face of Z. In our illustration the two red paths are adjacent in the
monotone path graph because they differ in the highlighted face. An f -monotone path is coherent if it
lies on the boundary of a polygon obtained by projecting Z to 2 dimensions. The dotted, thick, red path
in Figure 0.1 is coherent because it lies on the boundary after projecting Z to the page. However, there is
no equivalent projection for the blue double path. The alternate red path may be coherent or incoherent
based on the choice of f . The coherent f -monotone paths of Z are a set of geometrically distinguished
galleries of the monotone path graph. Classifying when incoherent f -monotone paths exist is the central
question of this thesis.
We provide a complete classification of all monotone path graphs in corank 1 and 2, finding all
families in which every f -monotone path is coherent and showing that all other zonotopes contain at
least one incoherent f -monotone path. For arrangements of corank 1, we prove that the monotone path
graph has diameter equal to the lower bound suggested by Reiner and Roichman using methods of L2-
accessibility and illustrate that L2 methods cannot work in corank 2 by finding a monotone path graph
which has noL2-accessible nodes. We provide examples to illustrate the monotone path graph and obtain
a variety of computational results, of which some are new while others confirm results obtained through
different methods.
Our primary methods use duality to reformulate coherence as a system of linear inequalities. We
classify monotone path graphs using single element liftings and extensions, proving for when Z has
incoherent f -monotone paths, then any lifting or extension of Z has incoherent f -monotone paths too.
We complete our classification by finding all monotone path graphs with only coherent f -monotone
paths and finding a set of minimal obstructions which always have incoherent f -monotone paths.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In this thesis we study monotone path graphs of zonotopes and hyperplane arrangements in low
corank. For a d-dimensional, centrally symmetric, zonotope in Z ⊂ Rd, a linear functional f ∈ (Rd)∗,
which is non constant along every edge of Z determines unique f -minimal and f -maximum vertices of
Z, −z and z respectively. Paths along the edges of Z from −z to z for which f is strictly increasing
are f -monotone paths. A monotone path is coherent if it lies on the boundary of a polygon obtained
by projecting Z to 2-dimensions. The set of all f -monotone paths form a geometrically distinguished
subset of the vertices of the monotone path graph.
More generally a cellular string σ of Z is a sequence of faces of Z, called cells, in which consecutive
faces σi and σi+1 share a single vertex zi, and the sequence of common vertices are (zi) is f -monotone.
An f -monotone path is a cellular string of maximal length, in which each cell is an edge of Z. A flip
is a cellular string in which a distinguished cell is a 2-face of Z and all other cells are edges. Cellular
strings, like f -monotone paths, are coherent when they lay on the boundary of the polygon obtained by
projecting Z to 2-dimensions.
Given a hyperplane arrangement,A consisting of n hyperplanes in (Rd)∗ we build the d-dimensional
zonotope Z(A) ⊂ Rd, whose d− k-faces correspond to intersections of k hyperplanes. In this polytope,
vertices correspond to chambers of A, and edges are slices of hyperplanes which divide two chambers.
A function f ∈ (Rd)∗ which is non-constant along every edge of Z(A) determines a unique vertex z of
Z(A) or, equivalently, a unique chamber c of A. A path γ from −c to c in (Rd)∗ is a gallery of A and is
a minimal gallery when γ has minimal length.
The set of all minimal galleries ofA is the vertex set of a graph G2(A, c) in which two minimal gal-
leries are adjacent when they differ only in the path they take around an intersection of two hyperplanes
of A. Minimal galleries correspond to f -monotone paths and intersections of hyperplanes correspond to
faces of Z(A), so the graph G2(A, c) is equal to the graph of f -monotone paths of A.
We realize a hyperplane arrangement as a d × n matrix, A, whose columns are normal to the hy-
perplanes of A. The corank of A is n − d so corank 0 consists of d hyperplanes in Rd. The zonotope
of corank 0 hyperplane arrangements A is a d-cube and for a generic f distinguishing a chamber c, the
graph G2(A, c) is the d-permutohedron, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Every gallery in A is coherent for
f and the Permutohedron is a polytope [BKS94, Section 4]. In contrast, for higher corank hyperplane
arrangements, the monotone path graph may contain incoherent galleries and will not be a polytope.
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FIGURE 1.1. Zonotope (3-cube) and Monotone path graph (Permutohedron)
Our major results characterize the monotone path graphs which contain incoherent f -monotone paths in
corank 1 and 2.
Behind both f -monotone paths of a zonotope and minimal galleries of a hyperplane arrangement
there is a rank d acyclically oriented matroid M. Section 2.1 reviews the relevant details of oriented
matroids. ImportantlyM = ⊔di=0Mi is the lattice of flats in whichMi consists of all corank i covectors
ofM. Each corank k covector ofM corresponds to a k-face of Z which in turn gives rise to a (d − k)
dimensional intersection of hyperplanes Lk. SinceM is acyclically oriented, (+)n ∈ M0 is a maximal
covector ofM and maximal covectors correspond to vertices ofZ (or equivalently chambers ofA). Each
edge of Z corresponds to a corank 1 covector ofM and a gallery is a sequence of corank 1 covectors
satisfying a monotone property which we will make explicit in Definition 2.9 The vertices of the graph
G2(M, (+)n) are the galleries ofM; two galleries are adjacent when they differ by an element ofM2.
The diameter of G2(A, c) can be understood geometrically. Let L =
⊔d
i=0 Li be the graded poset
of intersection subspaces of A, ordered by reverse inclusion. Every element of c ∈ M2 gives rise to
an X ∈ L2 however X does not uniquely determine c. We obtain a lower bound on the diameter of
G2(A, c) by noticing that a gallery γ and its reversal are L2 flips apart, and that these flips are well
defined as a subset of L2 but not as a subset ofM2. In [RR12] Reiner and Roichman asked “For real
hyperplane arrangements A and a choice of base chamber c, does the graph G2 of minimal galleries
from −c to c have diameter exactly |L2|?” There are partial answers to this question, with [CFGdO00]
showing equality when A is a hyperplane arrangement in R3. The diameter equals |L2| when A is a
supersolveable hyperplane arrangement in [RR12]. We add to these results by proving that the diameter
equals |L2| when A has corank 1.
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A3 B3 H3
corank=n− 3 3 6 12
# of min. galleries 16 42 152
|L2| 7 13 31
FIGURE 1.2. Monotone path graphs of irreducible reflection arrangements in R3.
It is harder to find examples in which the diameter strictly exceeds the lower bound of |L2|. An
example of Richter-Gerbert provides one example as a rank 4 oriented matroid [RG93]. We improve on
this result by providing a realized hyperplane arrangement consisting of 8 hyperplanes in R4.
EXAMPLE 1.1. To illustrate the structure of monotone path graphs we look at the 3 irreducible re-
flection arrangements in R3, presented in Figure 1.2. Although the graphs vary in complexity, they seem
to be “bubbly” versions of a regular 2 |L2|-gon in R2. Incoherent galleries of A look like nodes inside
the 2 |L2|-gon, forming bubbles. We notice adding hyperplanes increases corank and adds bubbles.
We have organized this document as follows: In Chapter 2, we provide a self-contained description
of the monotone path graph using the language of oriented matroids and pointed hyperplane arrange-
ments. We begin with the relevant oriented matroid definitions in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 focuses on
oriented matroids realized by vector configurations and hyperplane arrangements and develops our un-
derstanding of galleries using Gale duality. We include highlights of the classification of affine Gale
diagrams, but leave details for the supporting material in Appendix B. The classification matches that
of [McM71] and [Gru¨67] but is specifically tailored for pointed hyperplane configurations and illustrates
families of monotone path graphs. Section 2.3 concludes the background material by giving the details
of f -monotone paths and coherence.
Section 3 is an interlude summarizing the ideas of Chapter 2. Readers with some background in
oriented matroids and monotone path graphs may choose to begin reading in this section as it contains
the first new material. We say that (Z, f) is all-coherent for the special situation that every cellular string
is coherent and (Z, v) universally all-coherent when (Z, f) is all-coherent for every (Z, f) realizing
(Z, v). We conclude by reviewing the definitions of L2-accessibility and a key proposition of [RR12]
which uses L2-accessibility to compute the diameter of the monotone path graph.
The theoretical tools of this dissertation are in Chapter 4, which uses the definitions of Chapter 3
to prove five key lemmas. These technical lemmas allow us prove the existence of incoherent galleries
for hyperplane arrangements which are either single-element extensions or single-element liftings of
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previously understood hyperplane arrangements. Of these 5 lemmas, two of them, Lemmas 4.16 and 4.24
are particularly subtle.
The rewards of Chapters 3 and 4 come in Chapters 5 and 6, which contain the main results of this
dissertation. Specifically, Theorem 5.9 gives a complete classification of monotone path graphs in corank
1. Our classification identifies a unique family of corank 1, universally all-coherent pointed hyperplane
arrangements. For all other monotone path graphs, we find an incoherent f -monotone path by identifying
the smallest monotone path graph which contains an incoherent path for any f , then use the results of
Section 4.5 to lift this incoherent path to all monotone path graphs outside of our previously identified
all-coherent family. Finally, in Theorem 5.12, we prove the diameter is |L2| for all monotone path graphs
of corank 1, arguing that the family of all-coherent gallery is itself a zonotope and thus its diameter is
|L2| and finding a particular L2-accessible gallery in all corank 1 hyperplane arrangements.
Chapter 6 provides a complete classification of monotone path graphs in corank 2. In Theorem 6.8
we identify two families of universally all-coherent monotone path graphs and give a set of minimal
obstructions to show that all other monotone path graphs contain at least one incoherent path for every
f . In contrast to Chapter 5 we are unable to use methods of L2-accessibility to prove that the diameter
equal |L2| in corank 2, which we discuss further in Section 7.
Chapter 7 presents a list of open questions, each motivated with an example. These open questions
serve as a repository of hyperplane arrangements results which have motivated our thinking but found no
other home in this dissertation. Chapter 7 also presents some minor theoretical and computational results
we collected in the course of our research. Proposition 7.2 points out that our work also classifies cyclic
hyperplane arrangements, and that the classification vaguely resembles Theorem 1.1 of [ADLRS00].
Some of our computational are previously unpublished, while others are confirmations of previously
known results. The two new examples are:
• Example 7.1 is a hyperplane arrangement in corank 2, with a pleasantly symmetric monotone
path graph, yet with no L2-accessible galleries.
• Example 7.3 is a realized cyclic hyperplane arrangement with d = 4 and n = 8 with diameter
30 but |L2| strictly less at 28.
Finally, we hope that readers will find the appendices of this dissertation useful and amusing. Ap-
pendix B contains our classification of zonotopes of corank 1 and 2, a resource we wish was available to
us at the outset of our research. Appendix A contains a rephrasing of monotone path problems as two
recreational math problems for non-technical audiences.
CHAPTER 2
Oriented Matroids, Vector Configurations, and Hyperplane
arrangements
This thesis is study of monotone path graphs of zonotopes and hyperplane arrangements, using ori-
ented matroids and duality. This chapter is a review of acyclically oriented matroids, pointed hyperplane
arrangements, and zonotopes with a generic functional f . A fully inclusive treatment of oriented ma-
troids is beyond the scope of this document and we give only the details and notation needed to make
our discussion self-contained. For those who wish to know more on the topic, we found [BLVS+93]
[Zie95], and [Sta07] particularly helpful. Readers with prior exposure to oriented matroids and zono-
tope may choose to skip this chapter in and begin reading in Chapter 3. We remark that oriented matroids
realized by hyperplanes arrangements are not so far from the fully abstract notion of an oriented matroid,
as the Topological Representation Theorem, presents any oriented matroid as an arrangement of pseudo-
spheres [FL78].
2.1. Oriented Matroids
Oriented matroids generalize the similar combinatorial descriptions of directed graphs, orthogo-
nal pairs of real vector subspaces, point configurations, vector configurations, and hyperplane arrange-
ments [BLVS+93, Ch. 3]. Each motivating description has its own system of axioms; each subtly
different, but cryptomorphic. The axioms share a common notion of signed sets or sign vectors. In the
setting of hyperplane arrangements sign vectors will be natural, so we restrict our attention to them.
DEFINITION 2.1. A vector v ∈ {+,−, 0}n is a sign vector of length n. For any vector (signed or
otherwise), we will refer to component i of v as vi. The support of a sign vector is the set of nonzero
components, denoted:
supp (v) = {i | vi 6= 0} .
The negative −v of v is the sign vector with all +’s and −’s flipped:
−vi =

0 if vi = 0,
− if vi = +,
+ if vi = −.
We omit commas when writing sign vectors and use a literal notation; by viewing sign vectors as
words in the symbols {+,−, 0}, we write the sign vector ++++ as (+)4 or−−++ as (−)2(+)2. The
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+ 0 − + 0
+ + − + −+ − − + +
FIGURE 2.1. Poset structure of Oriented Matroids
symbols {+,−, 0} have a partial order in which 0 < +, 0 < −, and + and − are incomparable. The
partial order of {+,−, 0} extends to a partial order on sign vectors in which u < v ⇐⇒ ui < vi for all
i.
DEFINITION 2.2. For sign vectors u and v, the separation set of u and v is the set of non-zero
components where u and v are not equal:
sep (u, v) = {i : ui = −vj 6= 0} .
EXAMPLE 2.3. The sign vectors + + − + − and + − − + + in Figure 2.1 are incomparable as
they are not equal and non zero in positions 2 and 5, while both + +−+− and +−−+ + are greater
than +0−+0.
DEFINITION 2.4. For two sign vectors u and v, composition of u and v decreases the separation
set of u and v by building a sign vector with larger support. Formally we define composition as
(u ◦ v)i =
ui if ui 6= 0,vi else.
We say that w eliminates j between u and v when wj = 0 and wi = (u ◦ v)i for i 6∈ sep (u, v).
Composition and elimination are both geometrically motivated operations and we will return to them
in Section 2.2. For now we simply develop the intuition that composition and elimination are the reverse
of each other.
Oriented matroids are sets of sign vectors called either vectors or covectors which satisfy oriented
matroid axioms. Vectors and covectors define the same combinatorial structure using different axioms.
Possible systems of axioms to choose from, and the objects which they most readily describe, include:
• Circuit axioms (coming from directed graphs),
• Orthogonality axioms (orthogonal pairs of real vector spaces),
• Chirotope axioms (point configurations and convex polytopes),
• Covector axioms (real hyperplane arrangements).
Details for all these axioms can be found in [BLVS+93] along with equivalence proofs. Our focus is
hyperplane arrangements so we use the covector axioms.
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DEFINITION 2.5. A set V∗ ⊂ {+, 0,−}n of sign vectors satisfies the covector axioms and is the set
of covectors of an oriented matroidM when:
• 0n ∈ V∗,
• (symmetry) u ∈ V =⇒ −u ∈ V∗
• (composition) for all u, v ∈ V∗, u ◦ v ∈ V∗,
• (elimination) for all u, v ∈ V∗, j ∈ S(u, v) =⇒ ∃w ∈ V∗ so that w eliminates j between u
and v.
The rank of an oriented matroid is defined as the length of the longest chain of covectors
0 < c1 < c2 < · · · < cd
with ci in V∗. Any individual covector c also has rank and corank inM: the rank of c is is the length of
the longest chain 0 < c1 < . . . < cr = c; the corank of a vector c is the length of the longest chain
c = cd−r < · · · < cd
in which cd is a maximal covector ofM. The rank function gives oriented matroids a lattice structure
L(M) = ⊔di=0Mi in which Li(M) is the set of all corank i covectors ofM.
An oriented matroid also has a set of vectors V which carry equivalent combinatorial data. We will
refer to V∗ as the covectors of M and V as the vectors of M. It is important to note that by way of
vectors and covector, oriented matroids have duality built-in.
DEFINITION 2.6. An oriented matroidM∗ is the dual ofM whenM andM∗ are related in the
following way:
• the vectors ofM∗ are the covectors ofM, and
• the covectors ofM∗ are the vectors ofM.
We do not dwell on this duality but will return when working with vector configurations.
EXAMPLE 2.7. We check the covector axioms of Definition 2.5 for the set
V∗ =

+ + +, 0 + +, −+ +, −+0, −+−, −0−
−−−, 0−−, +−−, +−0, +−+, +0+
000
 .
Looking at the axioms one at a time we see:
• Identity: 0 ∈ V∗.
• Symmetry: −c is directly above or below c.
• Composition: u ◦ v of u and v remains in the same row as v.
• Elimination: w which eliminates u and v is either 000 or located between u and v.
• The rank ofM is 2.
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Oriented matroids are the combinatorial structure behind zonotopes and hyperplane arrangements
and we can understand galleries purely using oriented matroids [CM93], [FPS01]. Informally, galleries
are paths in L(M) from a distinguished maximal covector −c to its antipodal covector c. WhenM has
(+)n as a maximal covector we say thatM has an acyclic orientation. For an oriented matroidM with
an acyclic orientation, the choice of c determines an orientation of M and we assume without loss of
generality that c = (+)n.
DEFINITION 2.8. A pair (M, (+)n) is an acyclically oriented matroid ifM is an oriented matroid
and (+)n is a maximal covector ofM.
The basic geometric objects of acyclically oriented matroids cellular strings and we are particularly
interested in galleries and flips. We define cellular strings in general then specialize the definition for
galleries and flips. The idea is that a gallery is a cellular string in which each cell has corank 1 inM and
a flip is a cellular string with a distinguished cell of corank 2.
DEFINITION 2.9. A cellular string of an acyclically oriented matroid (M, (+)n) is a sequence of
covectors σ = σ1
∣∣ · · · ∣∣σm ofM, with σi ◦ (+)n = σi+1 ◦ (−)n for 1 ≤ i ≤ m with σ0 = (−)n and
σm+1 = (+)
n. We call each covector σi a cell of σ.
DEFINITION 2.10. Given an acyclically oriented matroid (M, (+)n) a gallery γ ofM is a cellular
string σ1
∣∣ · · · ∣∣σn in which each cell σi = γ(i) is a corank 1 covector ofM, with γ(i)◦((−)n) = γ(i+1)◦((+)n)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n with the convention γ(0) = (−)n and γ(n+1) = (+)n. For notation ease we refer to the
set of all galleries of (M, (+)n) as Γ(M, (+)n).
DEFINITION 2.11. Given an acyclically oriented matroid (M, (+)n) a flip is a cellular string
σ1
∣∣ · · · ∣∣σn−1 in which a distinguished cell X = σi is a covector of corank 2 inM and all other cells
are covectors of corank 1 inM. We will refer to a flip by its distinguished corank 2 covector X . We say
that galleries γ and γ′ are adjacent by a flip X when both γ and γ′ are refinements of X .
DEFINITION 2.12. The vertices of the graph G2(M, (+)n) are galleries ofM. Two galleries are
adjacent in G2(M, (+)n) when they are adjacent by a flip.
EXAMPLE 2.13. Using the oriented matroid of Example 2.7 we see that there are two galleries
which we write as the rows of a matrix for clarity:
γ =
γ
(1) = 0−−
γ(2) = +− 0
γ(3) = +0+
 γ′ =
 γ
′(1) = −0−
γ′(2) = −+ 0
γ′(3) = 0 + +

The two galleries are adjacent by the flip 000 which is the unique covector of corank 2. The graph
G2(A, (+)n) has two nodes connected by a single flip.
Beautiful as they are, further details about abstract oriented matroids are unnecessary for our under-
standing of monotone path graphs, so we omit them.
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2.2. Vector Configurations and Hyperplane arrangements
We now make oriented matroids concrete by introducing the closely related objects of vector con-
figurations and hyperplane arrangements. We explain the close relationship between these two objects
by describing their cocircuits and the zonotope. We then discuss galleries of pointed hyperplane ar-
rangement and pointed zonotopes, and we make galleries and flips geometrically clear by viewing them
as paths on zonotopes. Finally, we revisit oriented matroid duality, explicitly constructing the Gale dual
and explaining galleries using duality. We close by recalling some highlights of a classification of pointed
hyperplane arrangements, including affine Gale duals, single-element liftings, and single-element exten-
sions, although we leave most details to the supplementary material in Appendix B.
DEFINITION 2.14. A hyperplane arrangement A ⊂ Rd is a set of n hyperplanes in Rd. Each
hyperplane has a specified normal vector ai and we will write A = (ai) as d × n matrix in which each
column vector ai is normal to hyperplane Hi. For our purposes, hyperplane arrangements will always
be:
• central, so that 0 ∈ Hi for all i, and
• essential, meaning⋂Hi∈AHi = {0}, or equivalently, the matrix A has rank d.
Any hyperplane divides Rd into positive and negative half-spaces. The set of all hyperplanes divides
Rd into open polyhedral cones which we call chambers. Each of those chambers is associated to a sign
vector c in which ci is + if the chamber is in the positive half space of hyperplane Hi, and − other-
wise. The chambers are the maximal covectors ofM(A). We refer to maximal covectors as chambers
when we want to stress the geometric nature of hyperplane arrangements and maximal covectors when
emphasizing the oriented matroid structure.
EXAMPLE 2.15. We return to the oriented matroid of Example 2.7 which we realize as a hyperplane
arrangement by specifying the vector ai ∈ A as normal to hyperplaneHi.
A =
( a1 a2 a3
1 0 1
0 1 1
)
Figure 2.2 makes clear the relationship between the maximal covectors and chambers A. We also
now understand the geometry of the elimination axiom of Definition 2.5; the covector +0+ eliminates
2 between + + + and + − + and corresponds to the part of hyperplane 2 which divides the chambers
+ + + and +−+.
We have not specified the oriented matroid structure of A, but the maximal covectors of A depend
only on the normal vectors {ai}. The oriented matroid structure ofA is defined using the normal vectors.
Ignoring that {ai} are normal to hyperplanes inA, we call any finite set of vectors a vector configuration.
DEFINITION 2.16. A vector configuration V is a finite set of vectors V = {v1 . . . , vn} spanning Rd
and which we write as a d× n matrix V . We d is the rank of V and n− d as the corank of V .
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a2
a1
a3
+ + +
−−−
−+ +
−+−
+−−
+−+
+0+−0−
FIGURE 2.2. A simple hyperplane arrangement (Example 2.15)
Vector configurations and hyperplane arrangements are the same combinatorial objects and we use
them interchangeably. Any set finite set of vectors defines a hyperplanes arrangement simply by viewing
each vector as the normal vector of a hyperplane arrangement. Any set of hyperplanes are described by a
configuration of normal vectors. We defineM by specifying the covectors ofM(V ). The covectors of V
are built from the valuations of linear functions f ∈ (Rd)∗ on V . We favor the hyperplane terminology
but often think using vector configurations. We useM(A) andM(V ) interchangeably.
DEFINITION 2.17. Give a vector configuration V and f ∈ (Rd)∗, the vector f∗ ∈ Rn whose ith
component fi = f(vi) for every vi ∈ V is the valuation of f on V . The set of all valuations of V is
valV =
{
f∗ ∈ Rn : ∃f ∈ (Rd)∗ such that f(vi) = fi} ⊂ Rn.
To any vector f∗ ∈ Rn we can associate a sign vector c by mapping the sign function over the
components of f .
ci sign(wi) =

− if wi < 0,
+ if wi > 0,
0 else.
Mapping the sign function over all valuations of V turns the set of valuations into a set of sign vectors,
which we suggestively denote V∗ (V ) = {sign f∗ : f∗ ∈ valV }.
LEMMA 2.18. Given a vector configuration V , the set of sign vectors of valuations of V satisfies
the covector axioms of Definition 2.5 and we say V∗ (V ) = {sign f∗ : f∗ ∈ valV } are the covectors of
an oriented matroidM(V ). WhenM = M(V ) we say thatM is a realized oriented matroid or that
M(V ) realizesM. When V is the set of normal to a hyperplane arrangement A, weM(V ) =M(A).
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PROOF. This is a standard and well-known result [Zie95], [BLVS+93] which we do not reproduce
here. We point out that the matroid structure ofM(V ) depends only on the direction of vi and not its
magnitude |vi|. 
EXAMPLE 2.19. We have already realized the oriented matroid in Example 2.7 with a hyperplane
arrangement in Example 2.15.The oriented matroidM has rank 2, and consists of sign vectors of length
3 so we expect V to be a configuration of 3 vectors in R2. The vectors of V are normal vectors of
hyperplanes in A soM is realized by the vectors
V =
( v1 v2 v3
1 0 1
0 1 1
)
To verify thatM = M(V ) we must find a functional f(x, y) so that sign f(vi) = ci for every c ∈ V∗.
We do this explicitly and write the functionals f(x, y) directly above its sign vector f(vi):
V∗ =

x+ y, y, −x+ 2y,
+ + +, 0 + +, −+ +,
− x+ y, −2x+ y, −x,
−+ 0, −+−, −0−,
− x− y, −y x− 2y,
−−−, 0−− +−−,
x− y, 2x− y, x,
+− 0, +−+, +0+,
0
000,

.
We describe both hyperplane arrangements and vector configurations with a d × n matrix with
vectors as columns. The matrix V specifies a linear surjection V : Rn → Rd and the image of the
n-cube [−1,+1]n is the zonotope Z = Z(V ) = Z(A) [McM71]. The zonotope carries all the oriented
matroid information ofM(A) in an easy to understand geometric package.
DEFINITION 2.20. Given a vector configuration V , written as a d × n matrix, the zonotope is
the image of the n-cube under the linear surjection specified by V (rep. V ), written explicitly as the
Minkowski sum
Z(V ) =
n∑
i=1
[−ai, ai] .
As always when V is the set of normal vectors to a hyperplane arrangementA we define Z(A) = Z(V ).
The graph G1(V ) = G1(A) is the 1-skeleton of the zonotope and an important special case.
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In geometric terms, the zonotope is a centrally symmetric polytope in Rd whose vertices correspond
to maximal covectors of V , and whose k faces correspond to corank k covectors ofM(V ). In geomet-
ric terms, vertices of Z(A) are the chambers of A and two chambers c, c′ are adjacent when they are
separated by exactly 1 hyperplane.
The zonotope Z(V ) is a polytope and its face lattice equals the poset of covectors of the oriented
matroid ofM(V ). The geometry of the zonotope Z(V ) depends on the choice of the vectors vi ∈ V ,
however two vector configurations have the same oriented matroid if and only if their zonotopes have
equal face lattices [Zie95].
To define galleries for vector configurations we want a geometric understanding of acyclic orienta-
tions ofM(V ). An acyclic orientation ofM is the choice of a maximal covector, and maximal covectors
ofM(V ) are vertices ofZ(V ). A realized acyclically oriented matroid is a zonotope with a distinguished
vertex v.
DEFINITION 2.21. A pointed zonotope is a pair (Z, v) with Z a zonotope in Rd and v a vertex of Z.
When V is the set of normal vectors to a hyperplane arrangementA, and c is the chamber corresponding
to v we say (A, c) is a pointed hyperplane arrangement; we use (A, c) and (Z, v) interchangeably.
We say that (Z, v) or (A, c) realizes the acyclically oriented matroid (M, (+)n) whenZ = Z(V ) = Z(A),
M =M(V ) and v = ∑ vi is the vertex corresponding to (+)n.
Galleries of an acyclically oriented matroid are sequences of corank 1 covectors ofM. The corank
1 vectors ofM(V ) are the edges of Z(V ) so the galleries of (Z, v) of a pointed zonotope are paths on
the edges of Z(V ) between −v and v.
DEFINITION 2.22. Given a pointed zonotope (Z, v), a gallery γ is a path of minimal length on the
edges of Z from −v to v.
A gallery of a pointed hyperplane arrangement (A, c) is a gallery of the pointed zonotope (Z(A), v)
in which the chamber c corresponds to the vertex v of Z(A) is a path in (Rd)∗ from −c to c.
It is clear that this is equivalent to Definition 2.10 when (Z, v) realizes the acyclically oriented
matroid (M, (+)n).
DEFINITION 2.23. A polygonal face X of Z(A) is a Sflip between two galleries γ and γ′ of a
pointed hyperplane arrangement (Z(A), v) when γ and γ′ differ on X and agree elsewhere on Z(A) as
illustrated in Figure 2.3 [AS01].
This zonotope definition of a flip is consistent with Definition 2.11 but not nearly as precise. The
polygonal face X corresponds to a codimension 2 intersection of hyperplanes in A which gives rise to a
corank 2 covector ofM(A). From this information we can build a cellular string σ in whichX gives rise
to the distinguished cell σk and γ and γ′ define corank 1 covectors. Although we defined both galleries
and flips of acyclically oriented matroids using cellular strings, we omit cellular strings in current level
of generality. Such definitions are possible but are not be necessary for our understanding. We return to
cellular strings in Section 2.3 and we refer interested readers to [BKS94].
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H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
γ γ′
a3 a3
a1
a1
a2
a2
a4
a5
X132
γ γ′
FIGURE 2.3. Flips as hyperplane intersections and faces of the zonotope
DEFINITION 2.24. Given a pointed zonotope (Z, v) the graph G2(Z, v) is the graph whose ver-
tices are galleries and in which two galleries are adjacent when they differ by a flip. The graph
G2(A, c) = G2(Z, v) when Z = Z(V ) is a set of normal vectors of a hyperplane arrangement A
and v corresponds to the chamber c of A.
EXAMPLE 2.25. Revisiting Example 2.19 we recall the vector configuration
V =
( v1 v2 v3
1 0 1
0 1 1
)
.
Figure 2.4 shows that the zonotope is a hexagon and we pick the vertex + + + to make (Z, v) a pointed
zonotope. We see the galleries from Example 2.13 as the two paths between − − − and + + + and the
flip between them is the lone Z(V ) since V has rank 2.
We can easily see galleries in flips in dimension 2 and 3 however, as we increase dimension we will
need more powerful tools to understand galleries and flips. To make galleries easier to work with, we
define and illustrate oriented matroid duality. The idea of duality is to reverse the roles of vectors and
covectors ofM allowing us to understand the covectors of V by understanding the vectors of V ∗. We
must first describe the vectors ofM(V ) and will then build V ∗ whose vectors are covectors of V . The
vectors ofM(V ) are the sign vectors of linear dependencies of V .
DEFINITION 2.26. A linear dependence of V is a vector w ∈ Rn such that V · w = 0, which we
denote by:
depV = {w ∈ Rn : V · w = 0} ⊂ Rn.
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−+−
+−+
+ + +
−+ +
−−−
+−−
000
+− 0
−0−
0 + +
0−−
+0+
−+ 0
FIGURE 2.4. (Z(V ),+ + +) and G2(Z(V ),+ + +) for example 2.25
The vectors ofM(V ) are the sign vectors of linear dependencies of V , that is
V (V ) = {sign v : v ∈ depV } .
The dual vector configuration V ∗ is a configuration of n vectors whose linear dependencies correspond
to valuations of V . To find V ∗ of V we must find a basis for the kernel of V . We will illustrate this with
an example.
EXAMPLE 2.27. Building from Example 2.19 we understand the covectors of V in terms of oriented
matroid duality. Recall that
V =
( v1 v2 v3
1 0 1
0 1 1
)
.
We find a basis for kerV which we treat as a row vector.
V ∗ =
( v∗1 v∗2 v∗3
1 1 −1
)
We saw the covector + + + of V as a valuation of V but we can now also understand it as a linear
dependence. The sum v∗1 + v
∗
2 + 2v
∗
3 = 0 is a linear dependence of V
∗ so + + + is a vector of V ∗ and a
covector of V . Similarly we can understand all covectors of V . As in Example 2.19, we write each sign
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vector under the corresponding linear dependence:
V∗ =

v∗1 + v
∗
2 + 2v
∗
3 = 0, v
∗
2 + v
∗
3 = 0, −v∗1 + 2v∗2 + v∗3 = 0
+ + +, 0 + +, −+ +,
− v∗1 + v∗2 = 0, −2v∗1 + v∗2 − v∗3 = 0, −v∗1 + v∗3 = 0,
−+ 0, −+−, −0−,
− v∗1 − v∗2 − 2v∗3 = 0, −v∗2 − v∗3 = 0, v∗1 − 2v∗2 − v∗3 = 0
−−−, 0−−, +−−
v∗1 − v∗2 = 0, 2v∗1 − v∗2 + v∗3 = 0, −v∗1 + v∗3 = 0
+− 0, +−+, +0+
0v∗1 + 0v
∗
2 + 0v
∗
3 = 0,
000

.
The crucial idea is that valuations of V correspond to linear dependencies on V ∗. Duality will be
essential in many of our definitions and proofs, particularly: Definition 2.39 and Lemmas and Chapter 4.
Given V , a configuration of n vectors in Rd, the dual V ∗ is a configuration of n vectors in Rn−d.
When n−d is small we can replace vectors in Rn with the dual vectors in Rn−d, which we can visualize.
Duality is the primary tool we use to classify and understand low corank vector configurations and we
include a classification of pointed vector configuration in coranks 1 and 2 as Appendix B. Our classifica-
tion includes the details of affine gale diagrams, however we will recall the definition of single-element
liftings extensions and recall a few key highlights here.
DEFINITION 2.28. A vector configuration V + is a single-element extension of V when
V + = V ∪ {vn+1} .
Single-element extensions are inverse to oriented matroid deletion and we recall A = A+\ {an+1}.
We illustrate single-element extensions with a simple example.
EXAMPLE 2.29. The vector configuration V + is a single-element extension of the vector configu-
ration V from Example 2.19
V =
( v1 v2 v3
1 0 1
0 1 1
)
V + =
( v1 v2 v3 v4
1 0 1 1
0 1 1 2
)
DEFINITION 2.30. We say that a vector configuration V̂ =
{
v̂i ∈ Rd+1
∣∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1} is a
single-element lifting of V =
{
vi ∈ Rd
∣∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} if there is a linear surjection Rd+1 pi7−→ Rd so
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that
pi(vˆn+1) = 0
pi(vˆi) = ci · vi 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Without loss of generality, we typically assume that ci = 1. Single-element liftings are inverse to oriented
matroid contractions [Zie95, Prop. 6.11] and we recall that A = Â/ {an+1}.
When γ+ ∈ Γ(A+, c) we write γ+\(an+1) for the gallery of (A, c\(an+1) obtained by deleting
the hyperplane corresponding to an+1. Likewise when γ̂ ∈ Γ(Â, c) we write γ+/(an+1) for the gallery
of (A, c/(an+1) obtained the contraction of an+1. We will later show liftings γ̂ and extensions γ+
of a gallery γ exist using deletion and contraction ideas and write γ = γ̂/an+1 and γ = γ+\an+1.
Confusingly γ̂/an+1 and γ+\an+1 are equal as words in {ai} but we retain the deletion and contraction
notation as a reminder of how we obtain Â or A+ from A.
In comparison to single-element extensions, single-element liftings have two desirable properties.
• Single element-liftings preserve corank making them useful for our classification and Lemma 4.24
in particular.
• Acyclic orientations ofA can always be lifted to acyclic orientations of Â, using Lemma 4.11.
We illustrate with an example of single-element liftings.
EXAMPLE 2.31. The configurations
V̂ =
1 0 0 10 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
 and V = (1 0 1
0 1 1
)
are related by the linear surjection
pi(x) =

1 0
0 1
1 1
0 0
x.
We know V̂ is a single-element lifting of V because pi(V̂ ) = V .
The relationship between single-element liftings and single-element extensions is duality.
• If V̂ is a single-element lifting of V then V̂ ∗ is a single-element extension of V ∗(
V̂
)∗
= (V ∗)+ .
• If V + is a single-element extension of V then (V +)∗ is a single-element lifting of V ∗(
V +
)∗
= (̂V ∗).
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a∗1
a∗2, a
∗
3
a∗4, a
∗
5
a∗6
L
L′
using L
using L′
FIGURE 2.5. V ∗ as a vector configuration and two of its affine Gale diagram
PROPOSITION 2.32. The following facts allow us to produce a classification of pointed vector con-
figurations in coranks 1 and 2. Explanation of these facts along with a detailed classification can be
found in Appendix B
• In corank 1, pointed vector configurations are uniquely determined by the number n of vectors
in V and the number k of negative vectors in V ∗.
• Affine Gale diagrams describe dual vector configuration in coranks 1 and 2. Our convention
when drawing affine Gale diagrams will be to draw positive vectors as black dots and negative
vectors as white dots. We will draw affine Gale diagrams so that classes of parallel vectors
will “line up” on the x axis, while non parallel vectors have distinct y values form a “stack”.
• We organize our classification by single-element liftings of V but draw pictures of V ∗ and
liftings of V are extensions of V ∗.
EXAMPLE 2.33. As an illustration of affine Gale diagram we introduce a vector configuration that
will be the focus of Section 6.3. It consists of 6 vectors in R4,
V =

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6
1 0 0 0 1 2
0 1 0 0 −1 −1
0 0 1 0 −1 −1
0 0 0 1 −1 0
 with dual, V ∗ =
( v∗1 v∗2 v∗3 v∗4 v∗5 v∗6
0 1 1 1 1 1
−1 1 1 0 0 −1
)
.
There are 4 parallelism classes of V ∗ and the first 5 vectors are in standard position; v∗6 has a cross-
ratio of µ = 1. Depending on the choice of affine hyperplane we can have multiple equivalent affine
Gale diagrams, as in Figure 2.5.
EXAMPLE 2.34. To illustrate the classification of Appendix B we highlight the details of 5 vectors
in R3 when V ∗ has no parallelism. The dual vector configuration will be 5 vectors in R2 and the affine
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diagram size of eq. class
10
10
10
2
TABLE 2.1. Vector configurations of 5 vectors in R3 with no parallelism
Gale diagram will consist of 5 distinct signed vectors, each colored black or white. Initially there are
25 = 32 ways to color these 5 vectors which we break up into equivalence classes. Affine Gale diagrams
are equivalent when one can be obtained from the other by
• Pulling a row of dots from the bottom of the diagram, changing the color of every dot, inserting
it on top of the pile
• Turning the pile upside down, reversing the order of the rows.
Repeatedly applying these two rules we break the 32 affine Gale duals into the 4 equivalence classes
listed in Table 2.1.
Example 2.34 illustrates classifications in low corank are possible and useful, but tedious and best
left to a computer, which is just how we produced the Tables in B.
2.3. Realized Acyclic orientations and f -monotone paths
We now focus on coherent f -monotone paths. This is a level of detail which we have not previously
used and requires working directly with functions f rather than the sign vectors of valuations of f .
In Definition 2.22 we noted that pointed zonotopes (Z, v) and hyperplane arrangements (A, c) realize
acyclically oriented matroids (M, (+)n). Specification of a chamber of c, or vertex of v, was equivalent
to specifying maximal covector ofM(V ), which we could assume was (+)n without loss of generality.
Chambers of A, vertices of Z(A), and maximal covector of M(A) are all sign vectors of valuations
of f on V . When the vertex v of Z(V ) is the sign vector of a valuation of the functional f on V , an
f -monotone path is a gallery (Z, v).
DEFINITION 2.35. Given Z, a d-dimensional, centrally symmetric zonotope and f ∈ (Rd)∗, func-
tion on Z, we say the pair (Z, f) is a generic function on Z if f is non-constant on every edge of Z.
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f
−z
z
FIGURE 2.6. A cellular string of (Z, f)e.
Equivalently, when Z = Z(V ), f is generic when f(vi) > 0 for all vi ∈ V , so f realizes the acyclic
orientation onM(V ).
A generic functional on a zonotope is directly analogous to an acyclically oriented matroid, a pointed
zonotope, or a pointed hyperplane arrangement and allows us to define a cellular string of (Z, f).
DEFINITION 2.36. For (Z(V ), f) a generic function on Z with −v and v being the f -minimal
and f -maximal vertices of Z a cellular string σ = σ1
∣∣σ2∣∣ . . . ∣∣σm is disjoint union of V with each
block σi being a zonotopal face Z(σi) of Z(V ) in which adjacent faces intersect in a single vertex
Z(σi) ∩ Z(σi+1) = vi for 1 ≤ i < m and with
• −v ∈ Z(σ1),
• v ∈ Z(σm),
• f(−v) < f(v1) < · · · < f(vm) < f(v).
It is clear that any cellular string of Definition 2.9 is a cellular string of Definition 2.36 and we say
(Z, f) realizes (Z, v) or (A, c). In this realization, k-faces of Z(V ) correspond to corank k covectors of
M(V ). The realization f of (+)n allows us to reinterpret the condition σi ◦ (−)n = σi+1 ◦ (+)n as a
series inequalities. We now define f -monotone paths as and f -monotone flips in an analogous way.
DEFINITION 2.37. Given (Z, f) a generic function on Z a f -monotone path γ is a cellular string
in which each cell is a single vector of V . This nice case of a cellular string can be expressed as an
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ordering of vertices (v0, · · · , vn) of Z so that vi and vi+1 share an edge of Z and which are f -monotone
in the sense that
f(v0) < f(v1) < · · · < f(vn).
Note that v0 must be f -minimal vertex of Z and vn is the f -maximal vertex of Z.
DEFINITION 2.38. Given (Z, f) a generic function on Z a flip XF is a cellular string σ1
∣∣ · · · ∣∣σn−1
in which a distinguished cell F = σi is a face of Z(V ) of dimension 2 and all other cells are contain a
single vector of V . We say that galleries γ and γ′ are adjacent by a flip X when both γ and γ′ are both
refinements of XF and sometimes refer to XF simply as F .
DEFINITION 2.39. For (Z, f) a generic function on Z, an f -monotone path γ is coherent if there
exists a g ∈ (Rd)∗ which selects γ in the sense
g(aγ(1))
f(aγ(1))
< · · · < g(aγ(n))
f(aγ(n))
.
It is cumbersome to write g(vi) repeatedly, so often use shorthand for valuations of functions on V .
We will write gi = g(ai) and use g∗ = (g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Rn to refer to the valuation of g on V . When a g
exists making an f -monotone path γ coherent, we say that {gi} are γ ordered. When there are no {gi}
we say that γ is incoherent in A for f .
We visualize a coherent f -monotone path γ onZ by projectingR → R2 via the map x→ (f(x), g(x));
the f -monotone paths which are coherent are those which appear on boundary of Z for some projection.
The incoherent f -monotone paths are the paths which wrap around Z to such an extent that no projection
places them on the boundary.
EXAMPLE 2.40. Continuing with the vector configuration last seen in Example 2.25 we recall that
V =
( v1 v2 v3
1 0 1
0 1 1
)
.
We realize the acyclic orientation (+)n ofM(V ) using f(x, y) = x+ y and draw in Figure 2.7. There
are two f -monotone paths of (Z, f), γ = 132 and γ′ = 231, which are the upper and lower faces of Z.
We make γ and γ′ explicitly coherent by finding g(x, y) = −x+ y and h(x, y) = x− y and checking
g1
f1
=
−1
1
<
g3
f3
=
0
1/2
<
g3
f3
=
1
1
, and
h2
f2
=
−1
1
<
h3
f3
=
0
1/2
<
h1
f1
=
1
1
.
In addition to γ and γ′ being coherent the unique flipX132 is also coherent and picked out by g(x, y) = 0.
Every cellular string of (Z, f) is coherent, so this is our first example of what we will later define as all-
coherent (see Definition 3.1.
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v
−v
3
2
1
1
2
3
f
g
h
FIGURE 2.7. Pointed zonotope from Example 2.40 with g and h shown.
We can extend the definition of coherent to cellular strings of (Z, f). Cellular strings are coherent
when there is a linear functional g selecting all the zonotopal faces of σ.
DEFINITION 2.41. For (Z(V ), f) a generic function on Z, a cellular string σ1
∣∣σ2∣∣ . . . ∣∣σm of
(Z(V ), f), with V ordered so that
σ =
{
v1, . . . , v|σ1|
}︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ1
∣∣∣∣ . . . ∣∣∣∣ {v(1+∑k−1i=1 |σi|), . . . , v(∑ki=1|σi|)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
σk
∣∣∣∣ . . . ∣∣∣∣ {v1+n−|σn−m|, . . . , vn}︸ ︷︷ ︸
σn−m
σ is coherent if there exists a g ∈ (Rd)∗ which selects σ in the sense that
g1
f1
= · · · = g|σ1|
f|σ1|︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ1
< · · · <
g(1+
∑k−1
i=1 |σi|)
f(1+
∑k−1
i=1 |σi|)
= . . . =
g(
∑k
i=1|σi|)
f(
∑k
i=1|σi|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
σk
< · · · < gn−|σn−m|+1
fn−|σn−m|+1
= · · · = gn
fn︸ ︷︷ ︸
σn−m
To show that an f -monotone path γ or cellular string σ is coherent we must find a function g which
selects γ; Using Section 2.2 we understand galleries of (Z(V ), v) with the dual V ∗. We extend this
understanding to coherence of f -monotone paths. Functionals on V are linear dependencies on V ∗, so
we coherence of an f -monotone path is a linear dependence which must satisfy inequalities.
LEMMA 2.42. An f -monotone path γ is coherent for f if and only if there exist a linear dependence∑n
i=1 gia
∗
i = 0 with (g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Rn such that
gγ(1)
fγ(1)
< · · · < gγ(n)
fγ(n)
This lemma has an extension to coherent cellular strings which we omit because of the complex
notation involved in coherent cellular string. The statement of the Lemma for cellular strings and the
proof are unsurprising. We also note that after Lemma 4.16 we will be able to prove coherence of a
cellular string by proving coherence of a cellular string σ by proving coherence of any gallery γ which
refines σ.
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PROOF. This proof is an exercise in duality. To begin we will show that if γ is coherent and let g be
a functional which selects γ; define gi = g(ai) satisfy Definition 2.39. We then know that
gγ(1)
fγ(1)
< · · · < gγ(n)
fγ(n)
while duality tells us that
n∑
i=1
gia
∗
i = 0.
We conclude that if γ is coherent, there exist the desired {gi}. For the reverse, suppose there are
{gi} which satisfy Equation 2.39. By assumption we have
gγ(1)
fγ(1)
< · · · < gγ(n)
fγ(n)
.
Since
n∑
i=1
gia
∗
i = 0 we know there exists g ∈
(
Rd
)∗
. 
We close with the reminder that galleries depend only the pointed zonotope (Z, v), while coherent
galleries depend on which f realizes v. Coherent f -monotone paths of (Z, f) with coherent flips form
a subgraph of the monotone path graph, which is equal to the graph G2(Z, v) when Z = Z(V ) and f
realizes the covector corresponding to v. What is not yet clear is how the choice of f dictates which
galleries of (Z, v) correspond to coherent f -monotone paths.
DEFINITION 2.43. Given (Z, f) a generic function on Z = Z(V ) a with −v and v being the
f -minimal and f -maximal vertices of Z, the monotone path graph is the graph whose vertices are all
f -monotone paths of (Z, f) in which two f -monotone paths are adjacent when they differ by a flip XF .
The monotone path graph of (Z, f) is equal to the graph G2(Z, v) when (Z, f) realizes (Z, v). We
draw the distinction between f -monotone paths and galleries thus: f -monotone paths may be coherent
(for a particular f ) however galleries cannot be coherent, lacking any reference to f .
CHAPTER 3
Interlude
This chapter serves as a brief interlude with three functions before diving into our theoretical tools .
First, it is a chance to summarize the background material we have just completed. Second, it serves as
an entry point for readers with a background in oriented matroids. Third, and most importantly, it is an
opportunity focus on the several specific problems and give a few new definitions which did not fit into
the background material.
Our presentation so far has moved from oriented matroids, to vector configurations and hyperplane
arrangements, and finally to zonotopes with a generic linear functional f . At each step along we have
defined a gallery-like object, a flip between gallery-like objects, and a graph whose vertices are gallery-
like objects and edges are flips.
We now discuss the monotone path graph and G2(Z, v) in greater detail. We first review the key
definitions of galleries and f -monotone paths. We then focus on the monotone path graph and its dis-
tinguished subgraph of coherent f -monotone paths and coherent flips drawing attention to the special
cases of monotone path graphs in which every f -monotone path is coherent. We reverse our presentation
and work inductively from the specific setting of generic functionals on zonotopes to the general setting
of acyclically oriented matroids. We make several key definitions including all-coherent, universally
all-coherent, and L2-accessible which will guide the rest of our work. All of our examples thus far have
been rank 2 to illustrate key ideas and we now allow ourselves to discuss more examples in rank 3 and
above to illustrate more interesting behavior.
The three levels of generality we have worked with so far are
(1) (Most Specific) The pair (Z, f) is a zonotope with a generic linear functional f . Equivalently,
f is generic on Z(V ) when f(vi) > 0 for all vi ∈ V (or generic on A when fai > 0 for all
ai ∈ A.
An f -monotone path of (Z, f) is a path from the f -minimal vertex −v to the f -maximal
vertex v on the edges of Z, which is f -monotone in the sense of Definition 2.37. f -monotone
paths are coherent when selected by a functional g ∈ (Rd)∗ (see Definition 2.39). The set of
all f -monotone paths are the vertices of the monotone path graph, whose edges are flips across
faces of Z.
(2) (Intermediate) When v =
∑
vi is the f -maximal vertex of Z = Z(V ) the pair (Z, v) is a
pointed zonotope (or, equivalently, for the chamber c corresponding to v, a pointed hyperplane
arrangement (A, c)) and a gallery of (Z, v) is a path from −v to v of minimal length (see
23
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Definition 2.22). Galleries of (Z, v) correspond to f -monotone paths of (Z, f); when (Z, f)
realizes (Z, v) a gallery of (Z, v) is an f -monotone path of (Z, f). The galleries of (Z, v) are
the vertices of the graph G2(Z, v) and G2(A, c).
At this level of generality we talk about the intersection lattice L(A) = ⊔Lk(A) of A.
The elements X of ∈ Lk(A) are k-dimensional subspaces which are intersections of hyper-
planes in A. Every corank k covector ofM(A) gives rise to an element X of Lk(A), but an
element X of Lk(A) does not uniquely determine a covector of M(A). Flips between gal-
leries are cellular strings σ with a distinguished non-trivial cell σk of corank 2, and all other
cells of corank 1. For ease of notation we will often refer to X , the element of L2(A) rather
than σ.
(3) (Most General) The face lattice of Z(V ) defines the oriented matroid structure ofM =M(V )
and the choice of v gives M(V ) an acyclic orientation. We say that the pair (M, (+)n) is
an acyclically oriented matroid and its galleries and cellular strings are defined in Defini-
tions 2.9 and 2.10. The galleries of (M(V ), (+)n) are galleries of (Z, v) when (Z, v) realizes
(M(V ), (+)n). The galleries ofG2(M, (+)n) are the vertices of the graphG2(M, (+)n) and
two galleries are adjacent when they differ by cellular string with a single distinguished cell of
corank 2.
All of Chapter 2 was devoted to defining the basic objects of generic functions on zonotopes, pointed
zonotopes and pointed hyperplane arrangements, and acyclically oriented matroids. From these objects
we defined galleries, monotone path graphs, coherent f -monotone paths, flips, cellular strings, etc... We
add to these definitions with two new definitions which apply to the pairs themselves.
DEFINITION 3.1. A zonotope with a generic linear functional is all-coherent if every cellular string
of (Z, f) is coherent.
We saw an all-coherent pair (Z, f) in Example 2.40. We will later prove Lemma 4.16 which says
that every cellular string will be coherent when every f -monotone path is coherent. If we prove that
every (Z(V ), f) which realizes the pair (Z, v) is all-coherent we will call (Z, v) universally all coherent.
DEFINITION 3.2. The pair (Z, v), a pointed zonotope is universally all-coherent if every gallery of
(Z, v) is a coherent f -monotone path for every (Z, f) realizing (Z, v).
We have not discussed it in detail, however Example 2.40 is universally all-coherent because it is of
corank 2. Lest we give the impression that all pointed vector configurations are universally all-coherent
we now give our first example with incoherent f -monotone paths, which also serves to illustrate the
interplay of our 3 levels of abstraction.
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EXAMPLE 3.3. We considerA to the corank 1 hyperplane arrangement consisting of 4 hyperplanes
in R3, in which A∗ has exactly 2 negative vectors. We specify A and A∗ as
A =

a1 a2 a3 a4
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 −1
, A∗ = ( a
∗
1 a
∗
2 a
∗
3 a
∗
4
−1 −1 1 1
)
.
The functional f(x, y, z) = x + y + z is maximized at the point (2, 2, 0) corresponding to the covector
+ + ++. We can check that γ = 1423 is a gallery of A using each definition independently.
To check that γ = 1423 is a gallery of the acyclically oriented matroid (M(A), (+)n we use
Definition 2.10 and find covectors (0−−−,+−−0,+0−+,++0+) ofM(A). While the set C∗ ⊂ V∗
of covectors is longer than we are willing to list here, we can easily check that each element in the
sequence for γ(i) is a covector using A∗
To check that γ = 1423 is a gallery of (A, c), we use Definition 2.22 and simply notice that each
chamber listed for γ is a vertex of Z(A), and we can check that they are adjacent in Z(A) by using
duality, checking that 0−−−,+−−0,+0−+,+ + 0+ are still covectors of A.
Finally, to check that γ = 1423 is a f -monotone path of (Z, f) we use Definition 2.37. We give
coordinates to the vertices of Z(A):
v0 = −−−− = (−2,−2, 0),
v1 = +−−− = (0,−2, 0),
v2 = +−−+ = (2, 0,−2),
v3 = + +−+ = (2, 2,−2),
v4 = + + ++ = (2, 2, 0).
We evaluate f on each of these vertices and find (f(vi)) = (−4,−2, 0, 2, 4) so this is an f -monotone
path.
For f(x, y, z) = x+y+z the f -monotone path 1423 is incoherent. Suppose that g(x, y, z) = Ax+By+Cz
selects γ, then we would have
A < A+B − C < B < C
but B − C < 0 so A + B − C < A which contradicts A < A + B − C. We will explore this example
further in Section 5.3.
The function f(x, y, z) = 3x + 2y + z also makes (Z, f) realize (Z, v) since f(ai) > 0. The
f -monotone path 1423 is coherent because the functional g(x, y, z) = −33x + 34y + 31z selects it in
the sense that
g1
f1
=
−33
3
<
g4
f4
=
−32
4
<
g2
f2
=
34
2
<
g3
f3
=
31
1
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1324
3142
3214
1423
1432
4213
3124
4123
1342
2413
3241
2314
2431
2341
4132
4231
FIGURE 3.1. The monotone path graph for f(x, y, z) = 3x+ 2y + z with incoherent
f -monotone paths in red.
We can check computationally that {1324, 2314, 4132, 4231} is a complete list of incoherent galleries
for f(x, y, z) = 3x+ 2y+ z. The monotone path graph of (Z, f) is shown in Figure 3.1 with incoherent
galleries drawn in red.
Curiously, h(x, y, z) = −30x+ 36y + 32z also make γ coherent since
g1
f1
=
−30
3
<
g4
f4
=
−38
4
<
g2
f2
=
36
2
<
g3
f3
=
32
1
.
The choice of g in Example 3.3 is important. The g which selects γ is not unique and how we pick
gi will be fundamental to most of our arguments, so we pause briefly to understand the flexibility we
have in the choice of {gi}.
LEMMA 3.4. Given (Z(A), f), a zonotope with a generic functional f and an f -monotone path γ,
if h1, . . . , hn satisfy
hγ(1)
fγ(1)
< · · · < hγ(n)
fγ(n)
and∑
hia
∗
i = 0
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then for any B and any 0 < A, gi = Ahi +Bfi satisfies
gγ(1)
fγ(1)
< · · · < gγ(n)
fγ(n)
and∑
gia
∗
i = 0.
PROOF. Suppose hi satisfies
hγ(1)
fγ(1)
< · · · < hγ(n)
fγ(n)
and∑
hia
∗
i = 0
then we must check that
n∑
i=1
(Ahi +Bfi) a
∗
i = 0. We compute this directly
n∑
i=1
(Ahi +Bfi)a
∗
i =
n∑
i=1
Ahia
∗
i +
∑
Bfia
∗
i
= A
n∑
i=1
hia
∗
i +B
n∑
i=1
fia
∗
i
= A · 0 +B · 0 = 0.
We must also check that (Ahi +Bfi) is γ monotone. We see that for any hifi <
hk
fk
we have
gi
fi
=
Ahi +Bfi
fi
=
Ahi
fi
+B
<
Ahk
fk
+B =
Ahk +Bfk
fk
=
gk
fk
.

COROLLARY 3.5. For any coherent f -monotone path γ of (Z, f), we may pick {gi} which realize
the coherent of γ so that:
• for any bound C, gi < C for all i (or, symmetrically C < gi), and
• we may scale {gi} so that |gi − gj | = δ for specific i, j and any δ > 0.
PROOF. Since γ is a coherent f -monotone path we know there must exist {hi} which satisfy
hγ(1)
fγ(1)
< · · · < hγ(n)
fγ(n)
and∑
hia
∗
i = 0
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Given any C, we will use Lemma 3.4 to pick A and B making gi < C for all i. Pick A = 1 and
B < C−hifi for all i, define gi = hi +Bfi so that
gi = hi +Bfi < hi +
(
C − hi
fi
)
fi = hi + C − hi = C
To scale we use Lemma 3.4 with A = δ/ |gi − gj | to make |gi − gj | = δ for any δ > 0. 
We now describe the subgraph of coherent f -monotone paths in the monotone path graph. These
subgraphs are induced by all the coherent galleries and equal to the 1 skeleton of the fiber zonotope of the
projection f : Z(A) → R. The fiber zonotope is a particular fiber polytope [BS92] which generalizes
the secondary polytopes of [GKZ94]. Although we will not give the full details of fiber zonotopes here,
we will refer the reader to Chapter 9 of [Zie95] and [BS92]. We give an explicit construction of the fiber
zonotope restated in a manner which will be useful to us [BS92], [RR12].
DEFINITION 3.6. The fiber zonotope of the projection f : Z(A) → R is the n − d dimensional
zonotope Z(A′) generated by the vectors
A′ = {vij | where vij = f(vi)vj − f(vj)vi} and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
The vertices of fiber zonotope correspond to coherent f -monotone paths and any cellular string
on Z(A′) is a coherent cellular string of (Z, f). The 1-skeleton of Z(A′) will be the subgraph of the
monotone path graph consisting of all coherent f -monotone paths.
EXAMPLE 3.7. We will continue Example 3.3 in the context of the fiber zonotope. Recall that
A∗ =
(
−1 −1 1 1
)
. For f(x, y, z) = 3x+ 2y + z we find {vij}.
v12 =
−23
0
 v13 =
−10
3
 v14 =
−13
−3

v23 =
 0−1
2
 v24 =
 2−1
−2
 v34 =
 11
−5

.
When we construct the Zonotope of {vij} we obtain a polytope whose 1-skeleton we can embed in
the monotone path graph of A. We have already seen this monotone path graph in Example 3.3 and
illustrated it Figure 3.1 where the vertices corresponding to ZA′ are the black, coherent f -monotone
paths.
The major results of this dissertation are that, in coranks 1 and 2,
• (Z, v) being universally all-coherent depends only on (M, (+)n, and
• when (Z, v) is not universally all-coherent every (Z, f) realizing (Z, v) contains at least one
incoherent gallery.
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The final definitions of this Chapter are taken from [RR12] which we will use for our diameter
computation in corank 1.
DEFINITION 3.8. For a pointed hyperplane arrangement (A, c), the L2 separation set of gal-
leries γ and γ′ is the set of elements X ∈ L2(A) in which γ and γ′ differ. That is, given a path
(γ = γ0, γ1, . . . , γk = γ
′) the separation set
L2(γ, γ
′) =
{
Xi
∣∣ γi−1 and γi are adjacent by the flip Xi}
Remarkably L2(γ, γ′) is well-defined and does not depend on the path in G2(A, c) [RR12, Example
3.3]. It is important to note that X ∈ L2(A) is the codimension 2 subspace of Rd corresponding to
the flip between γi−1 and γi and not a cellular string. The separation L2(γ, γ′) is only well-defined on
L(A), not on L(M).
Its not hard to see that the graph distance dG2(A,c)(γ, γ
′) ≥ L2(γ, γ′) for all γ, γ′ ∈ Γ(A, c). For a
fixed gallery γ, when the standard graph distance d(γ, γ′) equals the L2-separation for every γ′, we say
that γ is L2-accessible.
DEFINITION 3.9. A gallery γ of G2(A, c) is L2-accessible when dG(γ, γ′) = |L2(γ, γ′)| for every
γ′ ∈ G2(A, c).
The graphG2(A, c) is nicely symmetric with an involution from γ to its reversal, so L2-accessibility
is the key for the following proposition from [RR12, Proposition 3.12].
PROPOSITION 3.10. If G2(A, c) contains an L2-accessible vertex γ, then the diameter of G2(A, c)
is exactly |L2(A)|.
In the case of corank 1, Theorem 5.10 shows that a particular gallery of G2(A, c) is L2-accessible
and proves that the diameter of G2(A, c) equals |L2|.
CHAPTER 4
Five Useful Lemmas
We are now ready to provide the new theoretical tools of this thesis. In this Chapter, we use the def-
initions presented in Sections 2 and 3 to prove 5 new lemmas. Our lemma are essential to understanding
coherent, incoherent, and L2-accessible galleries of single-element liftings, single-element extensions,
and disjoint unions. The central question of these lemmas is: when does G2(A, c) contain incoherent
f -monotone paths. All lemmas will be illustrated with examples as well as interesting special cases and
counter-examples. We in particular draw the reader’s attention to Example 4.10 which serves as caution-
ary tale. Lemma 4.16 also deserves some attention and might surprise readers with some knowledge of
regular triangulations.
4.1. The Product Lemma
Our first lemma is about the f -monotone paths of A, when A = A1 unionsq A2 is a disjoint union
of hyperplanes. Disjoint unions aren’t enough to classify hyperplane arrangements but the intuition
provided by disjoint unions serves us well. We describe the structure of G2(A1 unionsq A2, (c, c′)) explicitly
in terms of G2(A1, c) and G2(A2, c′) in Lemma 4.8. As an immediate corollary, we will be able to
find L2-accessible galleries when both A1 and A2 have L2 accessible galleries. We will later return to
disjoint unions in Corollary 5.8 and describe when A has incoherent f -monotone paths in terms of A1
and A2.
DEFINITION 4.1. Given hyperplane arrangements A consisting of n hyperplanes in Rd and A′
consisting of n′ hyperplanes in Rd′ , the disjoint unionA⊔A′ is the arrangement of n+ n′ hyperplanes
in Rd+d′ formed by embedding Rd in Rd+d′ as the first d coordinates and Rd′ in Rd+d′ as the last d′
coordinates. We say that a hyperplane arrangement is reducible when it can be written as A⊔A′ for
some A,A′ in Rd,Rd′ and irreducible when there are no such A and A′. When A or A′ is a single
vector an+1 in R1 we say an+1 is an isthmus.
We remark thatA is reducible when it can be written as a block matrix and functionals f̂ : Rd+d′ → R
can be decomposed into two functions f1 : Rd → R and f2 : Rd′ → R with f̂(x, x′) = f1(x) + f2(x′).
We ask: what is the structure of Z(A unionsqA′) in terms of Z(A) and Z(A′). Isthmuses are an important
30
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example of this because the dual of an isthmus is the zero vector. When A′ is an isthmus, we have:
(
A
⊔
A′
)∗
= A∗ ∪


0
...
0

 .
EXAMPLE 4.2. Our first example of disjoint unions is an isthmus, in whichA′ is a single hyperplane
in R1, and A is the arrangement of 3 hyperplanes in R2 from Example 2.15. We embed both A and A′
into R3 as
A =

a1 a2 a3
1 0 1
0 1 1
0 0 0
, and A′ =

a4
0
0
1
.
We draw attention to a∗n+1 = 0, the dual of an+1. The zonotope Z(A′) is simple; it is the line segment.
The zonotope Z(A) is already familiar to us from Example 2.25 and consists of 6 vertices and 6 edges
arranged as a hexagon in R2. The zonotope Z(A unionsqA′) has 12 vertices and 18 edges; it is a prism with
a hexagonal base, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
This motivates Lemma 4.3, which identifies Z(A unionsqA′) as the Cartesian product of Z(A) and
Z(A′). While Z(A) is a polytope, we state our lemma in purely graph theoretic terms. A zonotope
version will also be true but we limit our attention to the 1-skeleton to use Definition 2.37.
Before we state Lemma 4.3, we remind the reader of the graph theoretic notion of a Cartesian
product [HIK11]. Given graphs G and H , the graph Cartesian product GH is the graph with
V (GH) = V (GH) = V (G)× V (H)
E(GH) =
((v, w), (v′, w′)) with
v = v′ and (w,w′) ∈ E(H)
or
w = w′ and (v, v′) ∈ E(G)
 .
LEMMA 4.3. IfA = {ai, . . . an} andA′ = {an+1, . . . an+n′} in Rd′ and Rd, with zonotopes Z(A)
and Z(A′) then
G1(A unionsqA′) = G1(A)G1(A′).
PROOF. Covectors ofM(AunionsqA′) are the vertices of G1(AunionsqA′) and have the form (c, c′) in which
c is a covector ofM(A) and c′ is a covector ofM(A′). The vertex set of V (G1(A unionsq A′)) is then the
Cartesian product V (G1(A))× V (G1(A′)).
We know that two vertices (c, c′) and (d, d′) are adjacent inG1(AunionsqA′) when |sep ((c, c′), (d, d′))| = 1
so c = d and c′ and d′ are adjacent in G1(A′) or c′ = d′ and c and d are adjacent in G1(A). Thus
G1(A unionsqA′) = G1(A)G1(A′). 
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−−−−
−+ +−
+−−+
+−+−
+−++
−−−+
+ + +−
+ + ++
+−−−
−+−+
−+ ++
−+−−
FIGURE 4.1. Zonotopes of Z(A unionsqA′) in Example 4.2
UnderstandingG1(AunionsqA′) as a graph product gives us a way to understand the graphG2(AunionsqA′, (c, c′)).
Vertices of G2(A, c) are paths on G1(A); we investigate how paths on G1(A unionsq A′) relate to paths on
G1(A) and G1(A′) before proceeding to state and proving our next lemma.
EXAMPLE 4.4. Continuing from Example 4.2 we again have
A =

a1 a2 a3
1 0 1
0 1 1
0 0 0
 and A′ =

a4
0
0
1

Using the vertices v = +++ and v′ = + we computeG2(AunionsqA′, (v, v′)) fromG2(A, v) andG2(A′, v′).
The graph G2(A′,+) consists of a single gallery γ = 4 and no edges. The monotone path graph of A
consists of the two galleries γ = 132 and γ′ = 231 with a single flip between them as we saw in
Example 2.13.
The monotone path graph G2(A unionsqA′) consists of 8 galleries and 8 edges (Figure 4.2). We see that
the galleries of G2(A unionsqA′, (c, c′)) are the galleries of G2(A, c) with a 4 shuffled in.
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2341
4132
1324
1342
2431
1432
2314
4231
FIGURE 4.2. Monotone path graph of the disjoint union
We suspect that galleries of (A unionsq A′, (c, c′)) will be shuffles of the galleries of (A, c) and the gal-
leries of (A′, c′). Shuffles are intuitive but need a precise definition that we adapt from [Sta97, p.70]
and [Sta99, p.482].
DEFINITION 4.5. A gallery γ̂ of (AunionsqA′, (c, c′)) is a shuffle of a gallery γ of (A, c) and γ′ of (A′, c′)
when both γ and γ′ are subsequences of γ̂.
Examples 4.2 and 4.4 made galleries clear using shuffle products, but did not explain the flips of
G2(A, c). We now give a more in-depth example to illustrate the flips.
EXAMPLE 4.6. We extend Example 4.2 to better illustrate flips. We start with the hyperplane ar-
rangement
A =

a1 a2 a3 a4
1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
 and A
′ =

a5
0
0
0
1
.
We recognize A from Example 4.4, so we understand G2(A, c) and A′ is an isthmus. Likewise, we know
the galleries ofAunionsqA′ are galleriesG2(A, c) with 5 inserted. Figure 4.3 showsG2(AunionsqA′), with vertices
colored according to how 5 was shuffled into γ. Notice that the top and bottom, where galleries take the
form 5γ and γ5, are copies of G2(A, c) In this picture we see that there is an edge X1,2,3 between 51324
and 52314 but not between 15324 and 25314 since 5 separates the 132 substring.
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25314 15324
5132452314
FIGURE 4.3. G2(A, c) illustrating flips for shuffle products.
The flips of A unionsq A′ are a subset of the flips of A, the flips of A′, and changes in the shuffle. We
cannot apply flip Xi,...k to γ if i and k are not adjacent in γ. This allows us to define a flip between two
shuffles.
PROPOSITION 4.7. Given two pointed hyperplane arrangements (A, c) and (A′, c′), a flipXγ̂(i)...,γ̂(k)
of a gallery γ̂ = γγ′ for γ a gallery of (A, c) and γ′ a gallery of (A′, c′) has one of the three following
forms:
• A flip X from (M(A), c) (with γ and γ′ both refinements of X).
• A flip X from (M(A′), c′) (with γ and γ′ both refinements of X).
• A flip Xi,j with ci a corank 1 covector of A and cj a corank 1 covector of A′.
PROOF. This is clear from our understanding of the galleries of (A unionsq A′, (c, c′)). The corank two
covectors ofAunionsqA′ are the corank 2 covectors ofA, the corank 2 covectors ofA′, and the new corank 2
covectors corresponding to the separation sep (c, c′) of corank 1 covectors of c ∈M(A) and c′ ∈M(A′)
respectively. Cellular strings are likewise built from the cellular strings ofA andA′, giving flips the form
described above. 
Now that we understand galleries and the flips of (A unionsq A′, (c, c′)) we have a complete description
of G2(A unionsqA′, (c, c′)).
LEMMA 4.8. For two pointed hyperplane arrangements (A, c) and (A′, c′), the vertices of the graph
G2(A unionsq A′, (c, c′)) are shuffles γ̂ = γ  γ′ for galleries γ of (A, c) and γ′ of (A′, c′). The edges of
G2(A unionsqA′, (c, c′)) are the flips Xγ̂(i)...,γ̂(k) described in proposition 4.7
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PROOF. The proof follows the construction. Galleries of A unionsq A′ are paths on G1(A unionsq A′), which
are in turn shuffles of galleries of (A, c) and (A′, c′). Adjacency between monotone paths in A unionsq A′ is
either adjacency in (A, c), adjacency in (A′, c′), or a change in shuffle from between A and A′. 
While the proof of Lemma 4.8 is simple, it has a important consequence. Since we understand the
monotone path graph of A unionsq A′, we can write the graph distance and the L2 distance and understand
L2-accessibility for some galleries.
COROLLARY 4.9. If γ is an L2-accessible gallery in A and γ′ is an L2-accessible gallery in A′
then the trivial shuffle gallery γγ′ is L2-accessible in A unionsqA′
PROOF. To show that γ = γAγA′ is L2-accessible we must describe the separation set and the graph
distance between γγ′ and another gallery γ′ = γ′A γA′ . Since both γA and γA′ are L2-accessible we
know the graph distance equals the L2 distance between γA and γ′A as well as γA′ and γ
′
A′ .
To find a path between γ and γ′ we first take the path from γA to γ′A in G2(A, c) which has
graph distance equal to L2 distance. We then take the path from γA′ to γ′A′ in G2(A′) which also has
L2 distance equal to graph distance. Finally, we shuffle γ′A γ
′
A′ using a minimal number transposi-
tions [Sta97]: each transposition is a flip in G2(AunionsqA′) and that each flip is distinct from both previous
transpositions the paths in G2(A, c) and G2(A′, c′):
γ = γAγA′
→ γ′AγA′
→ γ′Aγ′A′
→ γ′A  γ′A′ .
With an expression for distances of subpaths we can compute both the L2 distance and the graph dis-
tance as a sum [Dij59]. Both the graph and L2 distances were equal at every step so we conclude that
d(γ, γ′) = dL2(γ, γ
′), so γ is L2 accessible. 
Lemma 4.8 provides a tool to compute diameter by way of L2-accessibility, but it is not powerful
enough for coherence. The following example shows that coherence need not be preserved by disjoint
unions.
EXAMPLE 4.10. We illustrate that a shuffle of two coherent monotone paths may be incoherent. We
use fA1 = (1, 1, 1) = fA2 and
A1 = A2 =
(
1 0 1/2
0 1 1/2
)
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So that f = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and
A = A1
⊔
A2 =

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
1 0 1/2 0 0 0
0 1 1/2 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1/2
0 0 0 0 1 1/2
.
Since both A1 and A2 are arrangements in dimension 2 each arrangement only has two gal-
leries. The f -monotone paths 132 and 465 of A1 and A2 respectively are both coherent and, have
20 shuffles, which we illustrate in Figure 5.3. We then know that the shuffle γ = 146325 is an f -
monotone paths of A1 unionsq A2, but is not coherent itself. Were γ coherent, there would be a function
g(x1, x2, x3, x4) = g1x1 + g2x2 + g3x3 + g4x4 whose valuations would satisfying the following chain
of inequalities.
g1 < g4 <
g3 + g4
2
<
g1 + g2
2
< g2 < g4.
The left and right terms inequalities, g1 < g3 and g2 < g4 imply g1 + g2 < g3 + g4 but above we have
g3 + g4 < g1 + g2, a contradiction, so γ is incoherent.
This example is interesting and complete enough that it can be generalized to any disjoint union,
however we do not yet have all the tools necessary to deal with the proper generalization. Corollary 5.8
will extend this example to the disjoint union of arbitrary hyperplane arrangements. Disjoint unions are
a good first example for inductive reasoning about monotone path graphs, however they are not enough.
To work towards a classification, we will need to use the more powerful tools of single-element liftings
and single-element extensions.
It is worth commenting here that working with coherence seems more subtle than L2-accessibility.
Example 1.1 indicates that coherent galleries will be more common than L2-accessible galleries however
L2-accessibility is the primary tool we have for bounding diameter. Further, we are able to use L2-
accessibility without any reference to functional f realizing the acyclic orientation of A. When we talk
about coherence properties, we must make reference to f .
4.2. The Acyclic Orientation Liftings Lemma
Our second lemma discusses acyclic orientations and galleries of single-element liftings. We de-
fined single-element liftings in Section 2.2 and we recall the key idea: A single-element lifting Â of
A preserves corank and when A consists of n vectors in Rd, Â will consist of n + 1 vectors in Rd+1.
Our goal is to understand the galleries of (Â, ĉ) from the galleries of (A, c). The answer is elegant and
complete; every gallery γ of A has exactly n+ 1 liftings in Â, however not every gallery of Â will be a
lifting.
We begin by understanding the acyclic orientations of Â. This understanding of acyclic orientations
of Â serves double duty providing an understanding of when Â has an acyclic orientation (always)
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and which galleries γ̂ of (Â, ĉ) are liftings of galleries of (A, c). Galleries are sequences of acyclic
orientations of {±a∗i } and by lifting each acyclic orientation into an appropriately chosen Â∗ we can
build galleries γ̂ in Â∗. We rely heavily on the notation introduced in Lemma 2.8 of fi = f(ai).
LEMMA 4.11. If Â is a single-element lifting of A and f is a generic functional on Z(A) realizing
(A, c) there is a lifting ĉ of c and f̂ of f which is generic on Z(Â) and realizes (Â, ĉ).
PROOF. Since Â is a single-element lifting of A, we know that Â∗ = {a∗1, . . . , a∗n} ∪
{
a∗n+1
}
is a
single-element extension of A∗ = {a∗1, . . . , a∗n}. The function f induces an acyclic orientation on A so
fi > 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Our goal is to find
{
f̂i > 0
}
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1.
Since f induces an acyclic orientation onA, we know there are strictly positive fi, . . . , fn > 0 which
satisfy
∑
fia
∗
i = 0. Since A is essential, we also know a∗n+1 is a linear combination of {a∗1, . . . , a∗n}
so there exist α1, . . . , αn ∈ R, such that
∑n
i=1 αia
∗
i − a∗n+1 = 0. For some N > max({αi/fi} ∪ {0})
define
f̂i =
fi − αiN if 1 ≤ i ≤ n,1
N when i = n+ 1.
We claim that f̂i > 0 come from some functional f̂ ∈
(
Rd+1
)∗
, as
n+1∑
i=1
f̂ia
∗
i =
n∑
i=1
(
fi − αi
N
)
a∗i ∗+
1
N
a∗n+1
=
n∑
i=1
fia
∗
i +
1
N
(
a∗n+1 −
n∑
i=1
αia
∗
i
)
= 0 + 0 = 0.
Further, as αi/fi < N for any i we know that f̂i = f̂i − αi/N > 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and since N > 0,
f̂n+1 = 1/N > 0. This proves that:
• f̂i = f̂(âi) is an acyclic orientation of Â,
• ĉ = (+)n+1 is a chamber of Â, and
• f̂ is generic on Â.

According to Definition 2.37 a gallery γ of (A, c) is path on G1(A), each vertex of which is a
maximal covector of M(A). Each maximal covector is an acyclic orientation of A so we can use
Lemma 4.11 on every covector maximal covector γ to build a covector in Â and a gallery γ̂ of Â.
DEFINITION 4.12. Given a pointed hyperplane arrangement (A, c), a generic functional f onZ(A)
realizing (A, c) and the lifting (Â, ĉ) of Lemma 4.11, we say a gallery γ̂ of (Â, ĉ) is a lifting of gallery γ
if γ̂/(n+ 1) = γ
COROLLARY 4.13. If Â is a single-element lifting of A and γ is a gallery for A then any γ̂ such
that γ̂/(n+ 1) = γ is a gallery for Â.
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3214
2134
4213
4123
2314
3142
3124
4312
2413
2143
3412
4132
FIGURE 4.4. Graph G2(A, c) from Example 4.14 with non-lifted nodes highlighted in red.
PROOF. Viewed geometrically, a gallery γ is a path from (−)n to (+)n on G1(A). Every vertex
γ(i) of γ is a chamber of A, which gives an acyclic orientation of {±ai}. By repeated application of
4.11 each acyclic orientation of {±ai} with 1 ≤ i ≤ n can be lifted to an acyclic orientation of {±ai}.
Picking where to insert n+ 1 is picking we switch from lifting intoA∗ ∪{−an+1} orA∗ ∪{an+1}. 
Corollary 4.13 tells us that liftings of galleries always exist which we illustrate with an example.
EXAMPLE 4.14. We return to the configurations from Examples 2.31 and 4.2, which we specify in
the dual.
A∗ =
(
−1 1 1
)
Â∗ =
(
−1 1 1 1
)
We can check that Γ(A) = {213, 312} (e.g. Example 2.15). Corollary 4.13 produces 8 galleries of Â,
{4213, 4312, 2413, 3412, 2143, 3142, 2134, 3124} ⊆ Γ(Â).
We can list the galleries of Â by hand using Â∗
Γ(Â) =

4213, 4312, 4123,
2413, 3412, 4132,
2143, 3142, 2314,
2134, 3124, 3214
 .
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− − . . . − −
− − . . . − +
+ − . . . − +
...
...
. . .
...
...
+ + . . . + +


− − . . . − −
+ − . . . − −
+ + . . . − −
...
...
. . .
...
...
+ + . . . + +

FIGURE 4.5. γ̂g and γ̂h as a column of covectors
We see that all the galleries predicted by Corollary 4.13 are present in Â along with 4 additional
galleries. The galleries 2314, 3214, 4123, and 4132 are not liftings of any galleries of A as they do not
contain either 213 or 312 as subwords.
Corollary 4.13 guarantees the lifting of galleries, however Example 4.14 illustrates that there is no
converse in general. There is a partial converse which relies only on the acyclically oriented matroid
(M(A), (+)n) realized by (A, c).
LEMMA 4.15. For Â a single-element lifting ofA and an acyclically oriented matroid (M(Â), (+)n+1),
if both (n+ 1, γ) and (γ, n+ 1) are galleries of (M(Â), (+)n), then
• (+)n is a maximal covector ofM(A) so (M(A), (+)n) is an acyclically oriented matroid,
• and γ is a gallery of (M(A), (+)n).
PROOF. We assume we have ordered Â so that Â∗ = Â ∪ {ân+1}. We show that A has an acyclic
orientation and γ = (1, 2, . . . , n) is a gallery of A by repeatedly applying the elimination property of
oriented matroids to γ̂g and γ̂h.
Both γ̂g and γ̂h are galleries of Â and we know each covector of γ̂(i) and γ̂(i)h . Figure 4.5 illustrates
the covectors of γ̂(i)g and γ̂
(i)
h . In particular, γ̂
(0)
g (0) = γ̂
(0)
h = −n+1 and γ̂(1)g = −n+ so the elimination
axiom forces −n0 ∈M(Â) and thus −n ∈M(A). We then also know, using the symmetry axiom, that
(+)n ∈M(A) so (A, (+)n) is an acyclically oriented matroid.
Likewise for 1 ≤ k ≤ n we know
(+)k(−)n−k− = γ̂(k)h and (+)k(−)n−k+ = γ̂(k+1)g
are covectors ofM(Â), so (+)k(−)n−k0 is a covector ofM(Â) also and (+)k(−)n−k is a covector of
M(A). We have constructed γ(k) for any k so (1, 2, . . . , n) is a gallery of A.

This converse will be useful for Lemma 4.24. For now we have an adequate understanding of lifting
of galleries and move on to ask “Which galleries are coherent?”
4.3. The Coherent Cellular String Lemma
Our third lemma is a labor-saving device for classifying all-coherent monotone path graphs of
generic functionals on zonotopes. Our goal is showing that, if every f -monotone path of (Z, f) is
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coherent, then (Z, f) is all-coherent. This result is a surprise because of examples in which two coherent
triangulations are adjacent by an incoherent bistellar flip. Our result will have implications for Section 5.2
when we find functionals for any cellular string, even though describing galleries alone would be enough.
We will rely on this result in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 where it is arduous to describe the functionals of an
arbitrary cellular strings. The labor-saving aspect of this lemma allows us to describe functionals which
select any f -monotone path, then extend the functionals to any cellular string using the results of this
section.
We recall that a cellular string σ = σ1
∣∣σ2∣∣ . . . ∣∣σn−m of (Z(A), f), a generic functionals on a
zonotope, is a disjoint union of the vectors of A satisfying conditions spelled out in Definition 2.36. A
cellular string is coherent when selected by a functional; proving coherence of cellular strings means
finding a linear dependence {gi} on A∗ and satisfying
g1
f1
= · · · = g|σ1|
f|σ1|︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ1
< · · · <
g(1+
∑k−1
i=1 |σi|)
f(1+
∑k−1
i=1 |σi|)
= . . . =
g(
∑k
i=1|σi|)
f(
∑k
i=1|σi|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
σk
< · · · < gn−|σn−m|+1
fn−|σn−m|+1
= · · · = gn
fn︸ ︷︷ ︸
σn−m
.
LEMMA 4.16. Let f be a generic functional on a zonotopeZ(A) and σ a cellular string of (Z(A), f).
If every f -monotone path refining σ is coherent then σ is coherent.
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we assume that ai have been scaled so fi = 1 for all i. Let
σ′ = σ′1
∣∣σ′2∣∣ . . . ∣∣σ′n−m′ be a cellular string of (Z(A), f) which refines σ.
We will work by induction on m. When m′ = 0, σ′ is a gallery of A and coherent for f by
hypothesis. We now assume that all cellular strings σ′ = σ′1
∣∣σ′2∣∣ . . . ∣∣σ′n−m′ refining σ are coherent, so
m′ < m. Assume that A is ordered so
σ =
{
a1, . . . , a|σ1|
}︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ1
∣∣∣∣ . . . ∣∣∣∣ {a(1+∑k−1i=1 |σi|), . . . , a(∑ki=1|σi|)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
σk
∣∣∣∣ . . . ∣∣∣∣ {a1+n−|σn−m|, . . . , an}︸ ︷︷ ︸
σn−m
.
To make σ′ coherent we must find a linear dependence {xi} of A∗ ordered so that
x1 = · · · = x|σ1|︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ1
< · · · < x(1+∑k−1i=1 |σi|) = · · · = x(∑ki=1|σi|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
σk
< · · · < xn−|σn−m|+1 = · · · = xn︸ ︷︷ ︸
σn−m
.
For m > 1 there is a cell σ′k which is zonotopal face Z(σ
′
k) of Z(A) having |σk| > 1. We take
σk
′ = σ(k,1)
∣∣σ(k,2)∣∣ . . . ∣∣σ(k,`), a maximal, proper cellular string of (Z(σk), f). The refinement σk′
exists because |σk| > 1 . We build two longer cellular strings using σ with the cell σk replaced by σk′
and its reversal:
σg = σ1
∣∣ . . . ∣∣σk−1∣∣σ(k,1)∣∣ . . . ∣∣σ(k,`)︸ ︷︷ ︸
σk, refined to σk′
∣∣σk+1∣∣ . . . ∣∣∣∣σn−m,
σh = σ1
∣∣ . . . ∣∣σk−1∣∣σ(k,`)∣∣ . . . ∣∣σ(k,1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
σk′ reversed
∣∣σk+1∣∣ . . . ∣∣∣∣σn−m.
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The cellular strings σg and σh are of length n −m + ` − 1 > n −m and coherent for (Z(A), f). Let
aα1 ∈ σ(k,1) and aα2 ∈ σ(k,2) and use Lemma 3.4 to pick {gi} and {hi} making σg and σh coherent to
satisfy gα2 − gα1 = hα1 − hα2 guaranteeing that gα1 + hα1 = gα2 + hα2 . We define
xi = gi + hi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We check that {xi} are a linear dependence of A∗ and thus xi = x(ai) with the computation:
n∑
i=1
xia
∗
i =
n∑
i=1
(gi + hi) a
∗
i
=
n∑
i=1
gia
∗
i +
n∑
i=1
hia
∗
i
= 0 + 0 = 0.
Since σg and σh agree outside of σk we know that x selects a cellular string that agrees with σ outside
of σk. We must show that the constants x(σk,i) are equal for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `. From our choice of {gi} and
{hi} we know
x(σk,1) = xαi
= gα1 + hα1 = gα2 + hα2
= xα2 = x(σk,2).
The function x then selects a cellular string through Z(σk) which is coarser than the maximally course,
proper σk′ cellular string Z(σk), so x must be constant on all σk. We now know that
x1 = · · · = x|σ1|︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ1
< · · · < x(1+∑k−1i=1 |σi|) = · · · = x(∑ki=1|σi|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
σk
< · · · < xn−|σn−m|+1 = · · · = xn︸ ︷︷ ︸
σn−m
,
so σ is coherent for f . We conclude that any cellular string σ′ refining σ, including σ itself, is coherent
for (Z(A), f) by induction. 
The key idea here was to use Lemma 3.4 and divide by a positive number. We remark that this lemma
is surprising in light of [DLRS10, Example 5.3.4] which exhibits a pair of coherent triangulations of a
point configuration having an incoherent bistellar flip between them. The central symmetry of Z(A)
distinguishes f -monotone path graphs from coherent triangulations. When Z(A) is centrally symmetric
there is symmetry which gives an involution σ → −σ on cellular strings of (Z(A), f). This involution
is missing for triangulations and fiber polytopes in general.
The final theorem of this section was pointed out to us by V. Reiner.
THEOREM 4.17. The pair (A, c) is universally all-coherent if and only if there exists some generic
f on A inducing c for which (A, f) is all-coherent.
PROOF. It is clear that if (A, c) is universally all-coherent then there exists a generic f inducing c
for which (A, f) is all-coherent by definition.
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Now suppose that (A, f) is all-coherent and let f ′ be another generic functional onA inducing c. Let
Z and Z ′ be be the fiber zonotopes of f and f ′ respectively, both of dimension d− 1. Denote by P and
P ′ the face posets of Z and Z ′, after omitting the empty face ∅ from each. Hence, the order complexes
∆P and ∆P ′ both triangulate d− 2 spheres, namely the barycentric subdivisions of the boundaries of Z
and Z ′
Since (A, f) is all-coherent every cellular string σ of (A, c) appears in L and hence one has an
inclusion P ′ ↪−→ P as an induced subposet. Then P ′ = P using [ADLRS00, Lemma 3.3], so we
conclude (A, f ′) is also all-coherent. 
This insightful Theorem was understood only after we gave several proofs of universal all-coherent
explicitly for every f . We leave our proofs intact to illustrate the remarkable nature of universal all-
coherence and gladly include this theorem as a labor-saving device for future researchers.
4.4. The Incoherent Extension Lemma
This section presents our first tool to prove existence of incoherent galleries; when A+ is a single-
element extension of A we prove that when A has incoherent f -monotone paths A+ does too. The
intuition here is clear:
gγ(1)
fγ(1)
< · · · < gγ(n)
fγ(n)
<
gγ(n+1)
fγ(n+1)
cannot be satisfied without also satisfying
gγ(1)
fγ(1)
< · · · < gγ(n)
fγ(n)
.
Using a contrapositive statement and interpreting these inequalities as coherence we will show that if γ
is incoherent then γ has a extension γ+ which is also incoherent.
DEFINITION 4.18. For A+ = {ai, . . . , an+1}, a single-element extension of A, an f -monotone
path γ+ of (Z(A+), f) is an extension of an f -monotone path γ of (Z(A), f) when γ+\(n+ 1) = γ.
Lemma 4.19 will be geometrically intuitive yet only useful in corank 2 and above. Using Lemma 4.19
will require finding a projection (A+)∗ → A∗. Unlike 4.8 this will not provide structural insight into the
monotone path graph, it will only allow us to efficiently prove incoherence.
LEMMA 4.19. SupposeA+ = {ai, . . . , an+1} is a single-element extension ofA and f is a generic
function on bothZ(A) andZ(A+). If γ+ is a coherent f -monotone path of (A+, f) then γ = γ+\(n+1)
is a coherent f -monotone path of (A, f).
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we assume fi = 1 for all i. Further A+ is a single-element
extension of A so duality tells us that (A+)∗ =
{
â∗i
}
is a single-element lifting of A∗ = {a∗i } with a
projection pi : Â∗ → A∗ mapping pi(â∗i )→ a∗i for i 6= n+ 1 and pi(â∗n+1) = 0.
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We first show that γ is an f -monotone path of (Z(A), f). Each covector γ+(i) is an acyclic orienta-
tion of A+ of the form:
0 =
n+1∑
i=1
ciâ∗i ,
with ci > 0 for all i. We use the projection pi to construct γ one acyclic orientation of A at a time:
pi(0) = pi
(
n+1∑
i=1
ciâ∗i
)
=
n+1∑
i=1
cipi(â∗i ) =
n∑
i=1
cia
∗
i = 0.
So γ is a gallery ofA. We can use projection again to show that γ is coherent for f . Since γ+ is coherent
in A+ for f we know there must exist
gγ(1) < gγ(2) < · · · < gγ(n) < gγ(n+1)
satisfying
n+1∑
i=1
gia
∗
i = 0.
Applying pi we see
pi(0) = pi
(
n+1∑
i=1
giâ∗i
)
=
n+1∑
i=1
gipi(â∗i ) =
n∑
i=1
gia
∗
i = 0.
Note in particular that pi does not change gi so that inequalities
gγ(1) < gγ(2) < · · · < gγ(n)
still hold and so γ a coherent f -monotone (Z(A), f). 
COROLLARY 4.20. Given γ+ an f -monotone path of (Z(A+), f) and γ = γ+\(n+ 1) an incoher-
ent f -monotone path (A, f) then γ+ is incoherent as well.
The geometry here is obscured by duality. SinceA andA+ are both hyperplane arrangements of Rd
the extension γ+ extending γ is exactly the same path in Rd with an n+ 1 inserted in the geometrically
appropriate place. If γ is incoherent on A, then any sequence of inequalities
gγ(1)
fγ(1)
<
gγ(2)
fγ(2)
< · · · < gγ(n)
fγ(n)
is inconsistent and remains inconsistent no matter the value of gγ+(n+1).
EXAMPLE 4.21. Consider the following two hyperplane arrangements
A =

a1 a2 a3 a4
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 −1
 and A+ =

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 2
0 0 1 −1 3
.
We recognize A as the hyperplane arrangement from Example 3.3 so we know that the f -monotone
paths {1324, 2314, 4132, 4231} are incoherent for f(x, y, z) = 3x + 2y + z. We then know that
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a∗1
a∗2 a∗3
a∗4
a∗5
a∗1 a
∗
2 a
∗
3 a
∗
4
FIGURE 4.6. Single element extensions in the Dual
{13524, 23514, 25314, 41352, 42531} are incoherent inA+ for f since each f -monotone path of (A+, f)
is a lifting of an f -monotone path of (A, f).
We close by illustrating how we use Lemma 4.19 in practice. Example 4.21 was a straightforward
illustration of using Lemma 4.19. To use Corollary 4.20 in our classification of corank 2 monotone path
graphs, we must understand it with duality.
EXAMPLE 4.22. The hyperplane arrangements from example 4.21 have Gale duals
A∗ =
( a∗1 a∗2 a∗3 a∗4
−1 −1 1 1
)
and A+∗ =
( â∗1 â∗2 â∗3 â∗4 â∗5
−1 −1 1 1 0
−1 −2 −3 0 1
)
.
To show that A+ is a single-element extension of A we must give a projection from pi : A+∗ onto A∗.
Figure 4.6 shows A∗ and A+∗. We see that pi(v) = (1, 0) · v projects A+∗ → A∗, allowing us to say
A+ has incoherent galleries for every f .
The trick in using Corollary 4.20 is to see a projection A+∗ to A∗. In spite of the challenges
Lemma 4.19 will be our main labor-saving tool for showing f -monotone paths are incoherent. In corank
1, Lemma 4.19 does not tell us anything useful because all corank 0 hyperplane arrangements are uni-
versally all-coherent [BKS94]. Corollary 4.20 will be most useful Section 6 in order to quickly show
that (A, f) has incoherent galleries for small cases, leaving one case to deal with by hand, but the major
extension tool we will need is a Lemma 4.24 for single-element liftings.
4.5. The Incoherent Lifting Lemma
Our fifth lemma is the analog of Lemma 4.19 for single-element liftings. This lemma will be the key
to our classification of universally all-coherent hyperplane arrangements in both corank 1 and corank 2.
We recall from Section 4.2 that when Â is a single-element lifting of A we say a gallery γ̂ of (Â, ĉ) is a
lifting of a gallery γ of (A, c) when γ̂/(n+ 1) = γ
Our goal in this section is to prove that if γ is an incoherent f -monotone path for every (Z(A), f)
realizing (A, c) then there is an incoherent f̂ -monotone path γ̂ for every (Z(Â), f̂) realizing (Â, ĉ).
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EXAMPLE 4.23. Following Example 3.3 we use the hyperplane arrangement introduced in Exam-
ple 3.3. While we previously worked with A directly, we now revisit this example using A∗.
A∗ =
(
−1 −1 1 1
)
.
For the function f(x, y, z) = x + y + z we have fi = 1 for all i. We were able to pick an incoherent
f -monotone path γ by ordering γ negative, positive, negative, positive. This guaranteed that no matter
what gi we picked, we had
∑4
i=1 gia
∗
i > 0. We see that there are 8 such incoherent galleries for f .
We now look at a lifting Â of A and in particular look at its dual Â∗
Â∗ =
(
−1 −1 1 1 1
)
.
Using the lifting f̂ guaranteed by Lemma 4.11; with N = 10 we have f̂∗ = (1, 1, 1, 9/10, 1/10). Our
insight here is that
∑4
i=1 gia
∗
i > 0 so by making g5a
∗
5 > 0 we can make γ̂ incoherent, and we can make
g5a
∗
5 > 0 by making g5 > g3 using γ̂ = 14235. At the same time we think we can make γ = 51423
a coherent f̂ -monotone path of (Z(A), f̂) by making g5 as negative as we want. Our intuition is good;
γ̂ = 14235 is incoherent for (Â,f̂ ) and γ = 51423 is coherent for (Â,f̂ ). That 51423 is coherent for
(Â, f̂) is interesting and important; not every lifting of an incoherent f -monotone path is incoherent.
The lesson here is both the galleries (n+ 1, γ) and (γ, n+ 1) are important and we must check both
when looking for incoherent galleries. As with Lemma 4.19 we will find coherence properties easier to
deal with and use the contrapositive.
LEMMA 4.24. Let A be a hyperplane arrangement and Â a single-element lifting of A. Suppose
γ̂g = (n+ 1, 1, 2, . . . , n), and
γ̂h = (1, 2, . . . , n, n+ 1)
are coherent f̂ -monotone paths of (Z(Â), f̂) for some f̂ . Then there is a generic functional f on Z(A)
for which γ is a coherent f -monotone path.
PROOF. We assume we have ordered Â so that Â∗ = Â ∪ {ân+1}. We know that (M(A), (+)n)
is an acyclically oriented matroid and that γ is a gallery of (M(A), (+)n) we want to show that if
γ̂g =(n+ 1, 1, 2, . . . , n), and
γ̂h =(1, 2, . . . , n, n+ 1)
are both coherent f -monotone paths for some generic f̂ on Z(A) then there exists some generic f on
Z(A) for which γ is coherent. We may that Â is chosen so f̂i = f̂(âi) = 1 for all i. Both γ̂g and γ̂h are
coherent f -monotone paths so, there are linear dependencies {ĝi} and
{
ĥi
}
of A∗ selecting γ̂g and γ̂h
chosen according to Corollary 3.5 so that
0 = ĝn+1 <ĝ1 < ĝ2 < · · · < ĝn, and
0 <ĥ1 < ĥ2 < · · · < ĥn < ĥn+1.
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We want to realize (M(A), (+)n) with a generic functional f ∈ (Rd)∗ on Z(A).
Define fi = 1− ĥi
ĥn+1
> 0.
We check that {fi} are induced by a functional fi = f(ai) by computing
n∑
i=1
fia
∗
i =
n∑
i=1
(
1− ĥi
ĥn+1
)
a∗i
=
n∑
i=1
a∗i −
1
ĥn+1
∑
ĥia
∗
i
=− a∗n+1 −
−ĥn+1
ĥn+1
a∗n+1
=0.
This gives f two important properties:
• Since ĥi < ĥn+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we know fi > 0.
• For 1 ≤ i < k ≤ n we know fi > fk (since ĥi < ĥk).
We claim that γ is a coherent f -monotone path ofA and we must find g which selects γ in the sense
of Definition 2.39.
Pick gi = ĝi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since ĝn+1 = 0, we know that
n∑
i=1
gia
∗
i =
n∑
i=1
ĝia
∗
i + 0a
∗
n+1 =
n+1∑
i=1
ĝia
∗
i = 0,
and gi = g(ai) are induced by a function g ∈
(
Rd
)∗
. Finally we must check that {gi} have a γ ordering.
Given 1 ≤ i < k ≤ n we know
gi
fi
<
gk
fi
<
gk
fk
as desired. Thus γ is a coherent f -monotone path of (Z(A), f). 
The way we intend to use this lemma is not for coherence, but as an inductive tool to show that hyper-
plane arrangements must have incoherent galleries. The logical statement we want is the contrapositive
of Lemma 4.24.
COROLLARY 4.25. For a Â a single-element lifting of A, if (Z(A), f) has an incoherent f -
monotone path for every f then (Z(A), f) has an incoherent f̂ -monotone path for every f̂ .
This is the lemma we are searching for. Corollary 4.25 will be our most powerful tool in classifying
monotone path graphs in coranks 1 and 2. It is worth keeping in mind, however that none of our lemmas
are specific to coranks 1 or 2; our technical lemmas are powerful enough to use in arbitrary corank.
CHAPTER 5
Application: Corank 1
This chapter uses the results of Chapter 4 to give a complete classification of all monotone path
graphs in corank 1. We begin by recalling the classification in Section 2.1, restricting our attention to
pointed hyperplane arrangements (A, c) and count the galleries of (A, c) explicitly. From our classifica-
tion we identify a unique family of universally all-coherent pointed irreducible hyperplane arrangements
and find functionals to select any f -monotone path or cellular string of (Z(A), f). For all other corank 1
hyperplane arrangements, we describe the incoherent galleries explicitly for a minimal obstruction. We
then lift these incoherent galleries to all hyperplane arrangements outside of our universally all-coherent
family, using Lemma 4.24. After classifying pointed irreducible hyperplane arrangements in corank 1,
we prove Corollary 5.8 to say precisely when reducible hyperplane arrangements have incoherent gal-
leries. Galleries and flips of pointed hyperplane arrangements are simple enough to understand in corank
1 that we show a specific gallery ofG2(A, c) is L2-accessible and prove the diameter ofG2(A, c) = |L2|
for every corank 1 pointed hyperplane arrangement. We assume that all hyperplane arrangements in this
section are irreducible unless otherwise noted.
5.1. Combinatorial Model
Pointed hyperplane arrangements in corank 1 are classified in A∗ ⊂ R1 by counting the number k
of negative vectors and irreducible when they do not contain the zero vector. When k = 0M(A) has
no acyclic orientation so we discard it and focus only on k > 1. Our first step is to describe the number
|Γ(A, c)| of galleries. Table 5.1 presents the number of galleries for small n and k ≤ n/2 which we
use to check our analytic results. We count galleries for any k by looking at all permutations of n and
removing those which do not correspond to galleries. When k = 1 we have a constructive description
which we use to describe functionals g selecting arbitrary f -monotone paths.
LEMMA 5.1. For a hyperplane arrangement A of n = d+ 1 vectors in Rd with k negative vectors
in A∗, the number of galleries |Γ(A, c)| is
|Γ(A, c)| = n!− 2k!(n− k)!.
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k
1 2 3 4 5
d
3 12 16
4 72 96
5 480 624 648
6 3600 4560 4752
7 30240 37440 38880 39168
8 282240 342720 354240 357120
9 2903040 3467520 3568320 3594240 3600000
10 32659200 38465280 39432960 39674880 39744000
TABLE 5.1. Gallery counts for hyperplane arrangements of d + 1 vectors in Rd with
A∗ having k negative vectors
PROOF. We begin by presenting A∗ explicitly
A∗ =
( a∗1 . . . a∗k a∗k+1 · · · a∗n
−1 . . . −1 1 · · · 1
)
,
and count the number of galleries in A by counting permutations of the n dual vectors and removing
the permutations which are not paths on Z(A). A permutation γ of [n] is not a gallery when the γ(i)
fails to capture the origin in A∗. This happens when γ crosses all the negative dual vectors {a1, . . . , ak}
followed by all the positive dual vectors {ak+1, . . . , an}, or all the positive dual vectors followed by all
the negative dual vectors.
We count the permutations which are not galleries by ordering the k negative hyperplanes, ordering
the n−k positive hyperplanes and doubling the result for reversals. Subtracting from all n! permutations
gives the total:
|Γ(A, c)| = n!− 2k!(n− k)!.

This enumeration of the galleries matches the computational results of Table 5.1.
EXAMPLE 5.2. To illustrate permutations which are not galleries we use
A∗ =
( a∗1 a∗2 a∗3 a∗4
−1 −1 1 1
)
.
We previously worked with A∗ in Example 3.3 where we enumerated all 16 galleries of the monotone
path graph by listing all paths on (Z(A), v). We can now revisit this result and count 8 non-galleries of
A, which have the form (positive,positive,negative,negative) or (negative,negative,positive,positive).{
1234, 1243, 2134, 2143
4321, 3421, 4312, 4512
}
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We then know that there are 16 = 24 − 8 galleries of A, which we can check by referring back to
Example 3.3.
5.2. A Universally All-Coherent Family.
We now focus on the family of pointed hyperplane arrangements in whichA∗ has exactly 1 negative
vector and claim this pointed hyperplane arrangement is universally all-coherent. Definition 3.2 de-
scribes universally all-coherent, pointed hyperplane arrangements, as those for which any cellular string
of (Z(A), f) is coherent for any f . We prove this by enumerating the galleries constructively, then find-
ing a functional g corresponding to each f -monotone path. We sketch a method to find g for an arbitrary
cell but rely on Lemma 4.16 to prove all-coherence for a particular f and since our argument is for any
f we conclude that (A, c) is universally all-coherent.
LEMMA 5.3. For the corank 1 hyperplane arrangement with
A∗ =
( a∗1 a∗2 · · · a∗n
−1 1 · · · 1
)
and the chamber c corresponding to the covector (+)n, the number of galleries is:
|Γ(A, c)| = d!(d− 1).
REMARK 5.4. The number of galleries |Γ(A, c)| equals the number of ways to organize n books
on two bookshelves so that each shelf receives at least one book [oIS10]. Such arrangements are well
documented and the subject of the occasional research project [Riv14].
PROOF. The bijection is straightforward. Since a∗1 is the only negative vector of A∗, we know
γ(1) 6= 1 and γ(n) 6= 1 and a∗1 divides the d remaining vectors into two pieces. There are d− 1 possible
positions for the negative vector and d! orderings of the remaining vectors.
We check that this equals the expression for |Γ(A, c)| found in when k = 1 and n = d + 1 in
Lemma 5.1:
n!− 2k!(n− k)!
∣∣∣∣
k=1
= (d+ 1)!− 2(d+ 1− 1)! = d!(d+ 1− 2) = d!(d− 1).

Our goal is, for any generic f ∈ (Rd)∗, to find a functional g ∈ (Rd)∗ selecting an arbitrary
f -monotone, and to extend that argument to an arbitrary cellular string using Lemma 4.16. When an
f -monotone path is coherent we can use Lemma 5.3 to pick {gi} so that g1 = 0. We know that there will
be a positive vector to the left and right of in γ so our idea is simply to make these positive and negative
vectors as large as we want to satisfy
n∑
i=2
gi
fi
= 0.
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We make a similar argument for a cellular string. We locate the block σk containing a1 and make gi = 0
for all ai ∈ σi. When every cellular string is coherent, the monotone path graph is equal to the fiber
polytope.
LEMMA 5.5. For the corank 1 hyperplane arrangement with
A∗ =
( a∗1 a∗2 · · · a∗n
−1 1 · · · 1
)
with f∗ = (f1, . . . , fn) generic on Z(A), any f -monotone path γ is coherent.
PROOF. Our proof has been sketched above. Using Lemma 5.3 we assume that A has been ordered
to that γ = (2, 3, . . . , k, 1, . . . , n). Pick arbitrary {gi} so that
• g1 = 0,
• g3
f3
< · · · < gk
fk
< 0 =
g1
f1
<
gk+1
fk+1
< · · · < gn
fn
,
• |g3|
f3
<
n∑
i=3
gi
fi
,
• and, g2
f2
= −
n∑
i=3
gi
fi
.
The third condition is the only non-arbitrary choice and is easily satisfied by making gn adequately large.
We then know that
g2
f2
<
g3
f3
,
so γ is a coherent f -monotone path of Z(A). 
Thus, whenA is of corank 1 with exactlyA∗ containing exactly 1 negative vector, every f -monotone
path is coherent. Lemma 4.16 then tells us that (A, c) is universally all-coherent. As a corollary we know
the diameter of G2(A, c) is |L2|.
5.3. Minimal Obstructions and Uniqueness
Now we find a minimal obstruction set in corank 1 and prove that our universally all-coherent family
is unique by showing all other corank 1 pointed hyperplane arrangements are liftings of the minimal
obstruction set and contain at least one incoherent f -monotone path by Lemma 4.24. The minimal
obstruction set is simple, consisting of a single hyperplane arrangement A, with 4 vectors in R3 and 2
negative vectors inA∗. In Example 3.3 we found incoherent f -monotone paths for a specific f . Our task
now is to find an incoherent f -monotone path in A for every f . We realize A as
A =

a1 a2 a3 a4
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 −1
 A∗ = ( a
∗
1 a
∗
2 a
∗
3 a
∗
4
−1 −1 1 1
)
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The graph, G2(A, c), depends on A and c. As in Example 3.3 coherence of γ depends on the
function f inducing an acyclic orientation onA. We gain some intuition for which f -monotone paths are
incoherent by looking at the fiber zonotope for any arbitrary f , whose vertices parametrize the coherent
f -monotone paths [BS92].
EXAMPLE 5.6. Using Lemma 3.6 we can write down the vectors which generate the fiber polytope.
Using f(x, y, z) = f1x+ f2y + f3z we can compute f4 = f1 + f2 − f3 and
A′ =

v12 =
−f2f1
0
 v13 =
−f30
f1
 v14 =
f3 − f2f1
−f1

v23 =
 0−f3
f2
 v24 =
 f2f3 − f1
−f2
 v34 =
 f3f3
−(f1 + f2)


.
It is clear from these vectors that the fiber zonotope has at most 12 vertices and 12 edges. Lemma 5.1
gives 16 galleries ofG2(A, c) so we argue that the monotone path graph must contain at least 4 incoherent
f -monotone paths. We would like to predict, given f , which f -monotone paths are incoherent. Looking
at Figure 5.1 we guess that the incoherent f -monotone paths are from the set:{
1423, 2314, 1324, 2413
3241, 4123, 4231, 3142
}
.
Each vector vij corresponds to a flip of G2(A, c). We notice that the vectors vij will be parallel for
specific f . Looking at the vectors v13 and v24 in A′ we see that the vectors
v13 =
−f30
f1
 v24 =
 f2f3 − f1
−f2
 .
are parallel when f3 = f1 and speculate that a degeneracy of the A′ causes the failure of coherence. In
contrast, we see that 2314 is incoherent whenever f3 ≤ f4 regardless of A′. This motivates a geometric
proof that the monotone path graph contains incoherent galleries.
LEMMA 5.7. In the pointed hyperplane arrangement (A, c) of 4 vectors in R3 in which A∗ has
exactly 2 negative vectors, and (A, c) is realized by f∗ = (f1, f2, f3, f4) on Z(A), the f -monotone path
γ = 2314 is incoherent.
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1324
3142
3214
1423
1432
4213
3124
4123
1342
2413
3241
2314
2431
2341
4132
4231
3142
3214
1423
1432
4213
3124
4123
1342
2413
3241
2431
2341
3142
3214
1432
4213
3124
4123
1342
2413
2431
2341
3214
1423
1432
4213
3124
4123
1342
3241
2431
2341
3214
1432
4213
3124
4123
1342
2431
2341
FIGURE 5.1. Monotone path graph of A and possible fiber polytopes.
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0a∗2 + a
∗
3 a
∗
1 + a
∗
4
g2a
∗
2 + g3a
∗
3 g1a
∗
1 + g4a
∗
4
FIGURE 5.2. γ = 2314 is incoherent for every f
PROOF. The proof is elementary and we include it as a model for harder minimal obstructions in
Lemma 6.6. We avoid fractions by choosing ai so that fi = 1 giving us:
A =

a1 a2 a3 a4
1
f1
0 0 1f1
0 1f2 0
1
f2
0 0 1f3
−1
f3
, and A∗ = ( a
∗
1 a
∗
2 a
∗
3 a
∗
4
−f1 −f2 f3 f4
)
.
With f1 + f2 = f3 + f4. Without loss of generality we assume that f1 ≤ f2 and f3 ≤ f4. Further we
know that f1 ≤ f4 and f3 ≤ f2 so the vector a∗2 + a∗3 points in the negative direction while a∗1 + a∗4
points in the positive direction and a∗1 + a
∗
4 + a
∗
2 + a
∗
3 = 0.
We know 2314 is a gallery of A and if γ = 2314 is coherent we can find {g1, g2, g3, g4} so that
g1a
∗
1 + g2a
∗
2 + g3a
∗
3 + g4a
∗
4 and 0 < g2 < g3 < g1 < g4.
The vector g2a∗2 + g3a
∗
3 is less negative than a
∗
2 + a
∗
3 while the vector g1a
∗
1 + g4a
∗
4 is more positive than
a∗1 + a
∗
4. Since a
∗
1 + a
∗
4 + a
∗
2 + a
∗
3 = 0 we then know that g1a
∗
1 + g4a
∗
4 + g2a
∗
2 + g3a
∗
3 > 0, contradicting
our assumption that γ is coherent. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let (A, c) and (A′, c′) be pointed hyperplane arrangements, A ⊂ Rd and
A′ ⊂ Rd′ .
(1) Suppose A′ = {an+1} is an isthmus, f̂ ∈
(
Rd+1
)∗
is generic on Z(A⊔A′), and γ̂ is an
f̂ -monotone path on Z(A⊔A′). Then defining f ∈ (Rd)∗ via
Rd ι↪−−−−→ Rd+1 f̂−−−−→ R
and γ = γ̂/ {an+1}, one has that:
• f is generic on Z(A),
• γ is f -monotone, and
• γ̂ is coherent if and only if γ is coherent.
(2) If corankA ≥ 1 and corankA′ ≥ 1 and f̂ ∈
(
Rd+d′
)∗
is a generic functional on Z(A⊔A′),
then there is an incoherent f̂ -monotone path of Z(A⊔A′)
PROOF. To prove item (1), we assume that {ai} have been chosen so that f̂i = 1 for all i and
γ = γ̂/ {an+1} = (1, 2, . . . , n). We define f = f̂ ◦ ι by the embedding ι : Rd ι↪−−−−→ Rd+d′ as the first
d coordinates. We check f is generic on by computing fi = f(ai) = f̂(ai) = 1 > 0.
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To show that γ̂/ {an+1} = (1, 2, . . . , n) is an f -monotone path of Z(A), we view γ̂ as a path
on Z(A⊔A′). We understand Z(A⊔A′) as a prism over Z(A) using Lemma 4.3. Removing an+1
projects Z(A⊔A′) to Z(A) along the isthmus an+1 and the path γ̂ projects to γ, following edges of
Z(A). Therefore, γ is a f -monotone path
We suppose γ is a coherent f -monotone path of (Z(A), f), and recall that f(ai) = fi = 1 so there
are {g1, . . . , gn} such that
0 < g1 < . . . gn.
Let k be the position of an+1 in γ̂ and define ĝi = gi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
ĝn+1 =

0 if k = 1,
gn + 1 if k = n+ 1,
gk+gk+1
2 otherwise.
For 1 ≤ i < k we know ĝi = gi < ĝn+1 and for k < i ≤ n+ 1 we also know ĝn+1 < gi = ĝi, so γ̂ is a
coherent f̂ -monotone path of Z(A⊔A′).
Now suppose that γ̂ is a coherent f̂ -monotone path so there are {gi} selecting γ̂ and by ignoring
gn+1 we have
g1
f1
<
g2
f2
< · · · < gn
fn
.
We know that {g1, . . . , gn, gn+1} are a linear dependence of (A
⊔A′)∗ = A∗ ∪ {0}, so
n+1∑
i=1
gia
∗
i =
n∑
i=1
gia
∗
i + gn+1

0
...
0
 = n∑
i=1
gia
∗
i = 0.
Therefore, {g1, . . . , gn} is a linear dependence of A∗ and γ is a coherent f -monotone path.
To prove item (2), we must show thatZ(A unionsqA′) has incoherent f̂ -monotone paths for any f̂ ∈
(
Rd+d′
)∗
.
WhenA orA′ are not universally all coherent,Z(A unionsqA′) has incoherent f̂ -monotone paths by Lemma 4.24.
When A and A′ are universally all-coherent, both A and A′ are extensions of universally all-coherent
corank 1 hyperplane arrangements. We show that Z(A unionsqA′) has incoherent f̂ -monotone paths when
A and A′ are both of universally all-coherent and of corank 1, and any higher corank will follow from
Lemma 4.19. We assume that |A| = d + 1 ≤ d′ + 1 = |A′|, and assume that A and A′ are ordered so
that:
A =
{
a1, . . . , ad, ad+1 =
d∑
i=1
ai
}
, and
A′ =
{
a′d−d′+1, . . . , a
′
0, a
′
1, . . . , a
′
d, a
′
d+1 =
d∑
i=1
a′i
}
.
We further assume A and A′ are chosen so that f(ai) = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d and f(a′i) = 1 for
d − d′ + 1 ≤ i ≤ d′. Then know f(ad+1) = d and f(a′d+1) = d′. Using the combinatorial description
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FIGURE 5.3. All shuffles of 132 and 465
in Lemma 5.3 we claim that
γ = (a1, . . . , ad−1, ad+1, ad) is a gallery of (A, c), and
γ′ = (a′d−d′+1, . . . , a
′
0, a
′
1, . . . , a
′
d−1, a
′
d+1, a
′
d) is a gallery of (A′, c′).
Define γ̂ = (a′d−d′+1, . . . , a
′
0, a
′
1, a1, . . . , a
′
d−1, ad−1, ad+1, a
′
d+1, a
′
d, ad)
as a shuffle of γ and γ′ and an f̂ -monotone path of Z(A unionsqA′) by Lemma 4.8. We claim that γ̂ is an
incoherent f̂ -monotone path of Z(A unionsqA′). Suppose γ̂ were coherent, then there would be {gi, hi},
chosen so that h0 < 0 < h1 and satisfying
hd−d′+1 < . . . < h0︸ ︷︷ ︸
hi<0
< h1 < g1 < · · · < hd−1 < gd−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
hi<gi
<
gd+1
d
<
hd+1
d′
< hd < gd.
In particular we have gd+1/d < hd+1/d′. We compute:
hd+1
d′
=
d∑
i=d−d′+1
hi
d′
<
1
d′
d∑
i=0
hi <
1
d′
d∑
i=0
gi ≤ 1
d
d∑
i=0
gi =
gd+1
d
,
a contradiction so γ̂ is an incoherent f̂ -monotone path. Thus Z(A) contains incoherent f̂ -monotone
paths for every f̂ . 
Corollary 5.8 will be particularly useful for our classification, allowing us to focus on irreducible
hyperplane arrangements. This completes our classification of universally all-coherent pointed hyper-
plane arrangements in corank 1. To put the result in a tidy package we state the classification as our first
main theorem.
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FIGURE 5.4. Classification of monotone path graphs in corank 1 ordered by single
element lifting. Zonotopal arrangements distinguished by circular nodes
THEOREM 5.9. For a pointed hyperplane arrangement A in corank 1,
• if A∗ has exactly 1 negative vector, then (A, c) is universally all-coherent, and
• ifA∗ has 2 or more negative vectors then the monotone path graph has at least one incoherent
f -monotone path for any f .
The classification, with minimal obstruction class highlighted in red, the universally all-coherent
family in green, is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
PROOF. Our previous lemmas contain all the arguments required for this proof. The classification of
irreducible hyperplane arrangements in corank 1 can be see in Figure 5.4. Every hyperplane arrangement
for which A∗ has 2 or more negative vectors is a lifting of the minimal obstruction class in Lemma 5.7
and has incoherent galleries by Lemma 4.24. When A∗ has exactly 1 negative vector, every gallery is
coherent by Lemma 5.5. Moreover, every cellular string is coherent according to Lemma 4.16. Reducible
hyperplane arrangements are addressed by Corollary 5.8 and universally all-coherent whenA is a disjoint
union of an all-coherent irreducible hyperplane arrangement and an isthmus, or series of isthmuses. 
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5.4. Diameter bound
Having classified monotone path graphs into universally all-coherent and containing an incoherent
path for every f we now return to the main question of [RR12] “For real hyperplane arrangementsA and
a choice of base chamber c, does the graph G2(A, c) of minimal galleries from −c to c have diameter
exactly |L2|?”. Our strategy is to explicitly compute the diameter of G2(A, c) when A∗ has exactly
1 negative vector. By identifying G2(A, c) with the one skeleton of Z(A′), we know the diameter of
G2(A, c) is |L2|. For all other pointed hyperplane arrangements, we find a gallery which is provably
L2-accessible using our understanding of the covectors ofM(A, (+)n).
The first part of this strategy is simple. We have already shown thatG2(A, c) equals the one-skeleton
of Z(A′) when A∗ has exactly 1 negative vector. To compute its diameter, we simply recall the well-
known result of [BS92], and we know DiamG2(A) = DiamG1(A′) = |L2|
The second part of this strategy requires more work. It will be helpful to give A∗ coordinates. To
make L2 separation easier to work with, we will use slightly nonstandard coordinates for A∗:
A∗ =
( a∗1 . . . a∗k−1 a∗k · · · a∗n
−1 . . . −1 1 · · · −1
)
.
In this ordering, (1, 2, . . . , n) a gallery of (A, c). We find L2 separation using modified bubble sort
operations [CLRS09], [Knu98] and claim that (1, 2, . . . , n) is L2-accessible.
LEMMA 5.10. For an irreducible hyperplane arrangement A of n = d + 1 hyperplane in Rd in
which A∗ has at least 2 negative vectors, a∗1 = a∗n = −1, the gallery (1, 2, . . . , n) is L2-accessible in
G2(A, c).
PROOF. For irreducible A of corank 1, L2(A) =
{
Xi,j
∣∣1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}. For an arbitrary γ sepa-
ration set of γ and (1, 2, . . . , n) is
L2((1, 2, . . . , n), γ) =
{
Xi,j
∣∣i < j and γ(i) > γ(j)} .
Any flip Xi,j of γ with i < j will reduce L2((1, 2, . . . , n), γ) by one. We must exhibit such a flip for
every γ. We consider two cases:
• If γ(1) 6= 1 and γ(n) 6= n, and γ(i) = 1, γ(j) = n then either X1,γ(i−1) or Xγ(j+1),n is a flip
of γ.
Suppose γ(1) 6= 1, γ(n) 6= n, and X1,γ(i−1) is not a flip of γ. Our combinatorial descrip-
tion of Lemma 5.1 says γ has the form
γ =
(
(i− 1) negative vectors of A∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
)
γ(i+ 1)1
(
(n− i− 1) positive vectors of A∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
)
andXγ(j+1),n is a flip of γ that decreases theL2 separation of γ and (1, 2, . . . , n). A symmetric
argument tells us that when Xγ(j+1),n is not a flip of γ then X1,γ(i−1) is.
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• If γ(1) = 1 and γ(n) = n we take k = min{l∣∣γ(l) < γ(l + 1)} and claim that Xk,γ′(k+1)
is a flip of γ. We know that 1 < k < n − 1 so any sign vector c with cγ(k) = cγ(k+1) = 0
corresponding to Xk,γ(k+1) has c1 = − and cn = + so c will be a covector of A.

EXAMPLE 5.11. We will illustrate Theorem 5.10 using a hyperplane arrangement of 10 hyperplanes
in R9, in which A∗ has exactly 2 negative vectors. Our idea is to begin by first moving 1 to the left then
10 to the right. The result is the following path in G2(A, c):
step gallery next flip
0 (10, 3, 2, 4, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 1) X1,5
1 (10, 3, 2, 4, 9, 8, 7, 6, 1, 5) X3,10
2 (3, 10, 2, 4, 9, 8, 7, 6, 1, 5) X2,10
...
...
...
9 (3, 2, 4, 9, 8, 7, 6, 10, 1, 5) X1,10
10 (3, 2, 4, 9, 8, 7, 6, 1, 10, 5) X5,10
11 (3, 2, 4, 9, 8, 7, 6, 1, 5, 10) X2,3
...
...
...
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) complete
At each step we avoid the permutations (−, . . . ,−, 1, 10) and (−, . . . ,−, 10, 1). After moving 10 to the
right, we know the origin is captured by a∗10 and a
∗
γ(9).
We now prove our second main theorem which answers the main question of [RR12] in corank 1.
THEOREM 5.12. For a hyperplane arrangement A of n = d + 1 hyperplane in Rd with an acyclic
orientation, the monotone path graph G2(A, c) has diameter |L2|.
PROOF. We restrict our attention to irreducible hyperplane arrangements, relying on Lemma 4.9 to
deal with disjoint unions. Let A∗ be the dual of A and k be number of negative vectors in A. When
k = 1, Theorem 5.5 tell us that G2(A, c) is universally all-coherent, written as Z(A′), and thus has
diameter |A′| = |L2(A)|. When k > 1 Theorem 5.10 tells us that there is an L2-accessible node
and [RR12] guarantees that the diameter of G2(A, c) = |L2| . Thus G2(A, c) has diameter |L2| for all
k. 
CHAPTER 6
Application: Corank 2
This chapter uses the results of Chapter 4 to provide a complete classification of monotone path
graphs in corank 2. Following the logical progression of Chapter 5, we begin with a classification of
pointed irreducible hyperplane arrangements using affine Gale diagrams, identifying two infinite families
of universally all-coherent pointed irreducible hyperplane arrangements and giving minimal obstructions
for all other arrangements. For both universally all-coherent families we will give combinatorial descrip-
tions of the galleries of (A, c) and find functionals making every f -monotone path coherent, for every f .
Outside the two infinite families, we use Lemma 4.24 to reduce all monotone path graphs to a finite set
of minimal obstructions. Eight minimal obstructions are single-element extensions of corank 1 hyper-
plane arrangements containing incoherent f -monotone paths. Applying Lemma 4.19, these eight corank
2 hyperplane arrangements have incoherent f -monotone paths. The remaining minimal obstruction is
the subject of Section 6.3; we carefully find an incoherent f -monotone path for every f . We conclude
this chapter with our third main theorem, which is the classification of monotone path graphs in corank
2 into universally all-coherent, and containing an incoherent f -monotone path for every f . We assume
that all hyperplane arrangements in this section are irreducible unless otherwise noted.
For an arrangement A of n = d + 2 hyperplanes in Rd, the dual A∗ consists of d + 2 vectors in
R2. To highlight our classification and guide our results we present Figure 6.1 showing the universally
all-coherent families and the minimal obstructions in corank 2. We focus on green affine Gale diagrams
which correspond universally all-coherent families. The purple affine Gale diagram is the special case in
Section 6.3. All remaining minimal obstructions are red and illustrated in illustrate in Table 6.2.
6.1. First Universally All-Coherent Family
In corank 2, there are two analogs to the universally all-coherent family of Section 5.2. The first,
which we call type I, consists of n = d + 2 vectors in Rd with 4 parallelism classes in A∗. We remark
that we have to include the cross-ratio to prove coherence, but will not need the cross-ratio to enumerate
the galleries of (A, c). We illustrate the dual configuration and affine Gale diagram in Figure 6.2.
We describe A∗, including its cross-ratio µ > 0, in coordinates as
A∗ =
( a∗1 a∗2 a∗3 a∗4 · · · a∗n
0 −1 1 1 1 · · · 1
1 −1 0 −µ −µ · · · −µ
)
.
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FIGURE 6.1. Classification of monotone paths in corank 2. Universally all-coherent
pointed hyperplane arrangements are green, minimal obstructions are red, and the ex-
ceptional case from Section 6.3 is purple.
a∗1
a∗2
a∗3
a∗4, . . . , a
∗
n
FIGURE 6.2. Type I universally all-coherent hyperplane arrangement in corank 2; dual
vectors and sample affine gale dual.
LEMMA 6.1. When (A, c) is type I, the number of galleries of (A, c) is:
|Γ(A)| = 2(d− 1)!
(
d+ 1
3
)
.
PROOF. When (A, c) is of type I, its galleries have a combinatorial description based on three
observations:
• The only possible orderings of {a∗1, a∗2, a∗3} are (a∗3, a∗2, a∗1) and (a∗1, a∗2, a∗3).
• There are no galleries γ with γ(1) ∈ {1, 2, 3} and γ(n) ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
• The vectors {a∗4, . . . , a∗d+2} are interchangeable.
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The idea of is to build galleries based on these observations using the following enumeration.
• Pick an ordering of {a∗1, a∗2, a∗3} in one of 2 possible ways.
• Choose locations for a∗1, a∗2, a∗3 in γ by picking i, j, and k to which for γ(i) = a1, γ(j) = a2,
and γ(k) = a3. A fixed ordering of a∗1, a
∗
2, a
∗
3 eliminates the first or last position of γ, so i, j,
and k are elements of a d+ 1 set and we must choose 3 elements.
• The vectors {a∗4, . . . , a∗d+2} are interchangeable and ordered in (d− 1)! ways.
Taken together this gives
|Γ(A, c)| = 2(d− 1)!
(
d+ 1
3
)
galleries of (A, c). 
To show that (A, c) of type I is universally all-coherent, we must show that (Z(A), f) is all-coherent
for any f realizing (A, c). We start from a generic f and show that (Z(A), f) is all-coherent by finding
gi which select an arbitrary f -monotone path and using Lemma 4.16 to extend coherence to any cellular
string of (Z(A), f).
LEMMA 6.2. When (A, c) is of type I, for any generic functional f on Z(A) realizing (A, c), and
an f -monotone path γ we have that
• there are a, b > 0 and a positive real partition b = ∑ni=4 bi so that the f -valuation of A is:
f∗ = (a+ b(1 + µ), a+ b, a, b4, . . . , bn) , and
• the f -monotone path γ is coherent.
PROOF. We take f∗ = (f1, . . . , fn) to be a positive linear dependence on A∗. Since {a∗4, . . . , a∗n}
are parallel in A∗ we can simplify this to a linear dependence of
( a∗1 a∗2 a∗3 a∗4
0 −1 1 1
1 −1 0 −µ
)
.
This matrix has a kernel spanned by 

1
1
1
0
 ,

1 + µ
1
0
1

 .
Define a = f3 > 0 and b =
∑n
i=4 fi > 0. The vector (a+ b(1 + µ), a+ b, a, b) is a linear combination
of kernel elements and therefore a linear dependence. Further, f∗ = (a+ b(1 + µ), a+ b, a, b, f4, . . . , fn)
is the same linear dependence with ba∗4 partitioned into the parallel vectors {a∗4, . . . a∗n} and satisfies our
first condition.
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a∗1
a∗3
a∗2
a∗4, . . . , a
∗
n
FIGURE 6.3. Type II universally all-coherent hyperplane arrangement in corank 2;
dual vectors and sample affine gale dual.
We now find g by describing gi explicitly and checking that gi are a linear dependence
∑
gia
∗
i = 0
of A∗. Mirroring our enumeration of the galleries we begin by picking the ordering (a∗1, a∗2, a∗3) of
{a∗1, a∗2, a∗3}. We recall that γ(1) 6= 1 so we assume that γ(1) = 4 by re-indexing. We set
g1 = 1 g2 = 1 g3 = 1
so that
g1
f1
=
1
a+ b+ bµ
<
g2
f2
=
1
a+ b
<
g3
f3
=
1
a
.
We order {g5, . . . , gn} according to γ and pick them so that
gγ(i)
fγ(i)
<
gγ(i+1)
fγ(i+1)
for 5 < i < n, and
|g5|
f5
<
g5
f5
+ · · ·+ gn
fn
We set g4f4 = −
(
g5
f5
+ · · ·+ gnfn
)
so that g4 < 0 < g1f1 and
∑n
i=1 gia
∗
i = 0. If we instead pick the
ordering (a∗3, a
∗
2, a
∗
1) of {a∗3, a∗2, a∗1} we make a symmetric argument by multiplying gi by −1. We
conclude every f -monotone path of (A, c) is coherent and therefore (A, c) is all-coherent by Lemma 4.16
for every f , and (A, c) is universally all-coherent. 
6.2. Second Universally All-Coherent Family
The second class of universally all-coherent hyperplane arrangements in corank 2, which we call
type II, consists of d + 2 hyperplanes in Rd. We characterize this arrangement by its dual, which has 3
parallelism classes in standard position; we do not need to include a cross-ratio in our computations. We
illustrate A∗ with Figure 6.3 and give it coordinates
A∗ =
( a∗1 a∗2 a∗3 a∗4 · · · a∗n
0 −1 1 1 · · · 1
1 −1 1 0 · · · 0
)
.
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We use the same logical progression as Section 6.1, first enumerating the galleries combinatorially,
then explicitly finding a g which selects every gallery and using Lemma 4.16 to then claim that A is
universally all-coherent.
LEMMA 6.3. For (A, c) of type II, the number of galleries of (A, c) is
|Γ(A, c)| = (d− 1)!
(
d−2∑
k=1
(k + 2)(k + 1)
)
PROOF. We begin with four observations.
(1) The non parallel vectors {a∗1, a∗2, a∗3} can only be ordered in two ways, (a∗1, a∗2, a∗3) or (a∗3, a∗2, a∗1),
(2) there is no gallery with γ(1) = 1 and symmetrically, no gallery with γ(n) = 1,
(3) there is no gallery which begins with either (a∗1, a
∗
2, a
∗
3), or (a
∗
3, a
∗
2, a
∗
1), and symmetrically no
gallery which ends with (a∗1, a
∗
2, a
∗
3), or (a
∗
3, a
∗
2, a
∗
1),
(4) the parallel vectors
{
a∗4, . . . , a
∗
d+2
}
can be ordered arbitrarily.
We begin by choosing one of the two orderings of {a∗1, a∗2, a∗3} and assume that a∗1 is in position k.
For the ordering (a∗1, a
∗
2, a
∗
3) we know 1 < k < d for a total of d − 2 choices for k. Symmetrically, for
the ordering (a∗3, a
∗
2, a
∗
1) we know 3 < k < d+1 for a total of d−2 choices for k. Given any choice k for
the position a∗1, the remaining two non-parallel vectors are inserted prior in any of the
(
k+2
2
)
ways. We
then pick any ordering of the parallel vectors,
{
a∗4, . . . , a
∗
d+2
}
, in (d − 1)! possible ways. Each choice
of k gives a distinct gallery, so we count the total number of galleries as
|Γ(A, c)| = (d− 1)!2
d−2∑
k=1
(
k + 2
2
)
= (d− 1)!
d−2∑
k=1
(k + 2)!
k!
= (d− 1)!
d−2∑
k=1
(k + 2)(k + 1).

Next, we show (A, c) is universally all-coherent by showing that (Z(A), f) is all-coherent for any f
realizing (A, c). We start from a generic f and show that (Z(A), f) is all-coherent by finding gi which
select an arbitrary f -monotone path and using Lemma 4.16 to extend coherence to any cellular string of
(Z(A), f).
LEMMA 6.4. When (A, c) is of type II and for any generic functional f on Z(A) realizing (A, c)
and an f -monotone path γ we have that
• there are a, b > 0 and a positive real partition a = ∑ni=4 ai so that the f -valuation of A is:
f∗ = (a, a+ b, a, a4, . . . , an), and
• the f -monotone path γ is coherent.
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PROOF. We take f∗ = (f1, . . . , fn) to be a positive linear dependence on A∗. Since {a∗4, . . . , a∗n}
are parallel in A∗ we can simplify this to a linear dependence of
( a∗1 a∗2 a∗3 a∗4
0 −1 1 1
1 −1 1 0
)
.
This matrix has a kernel spanned by 

1
1
0
1
 ,

0
1
1
0

 .
Define a = f3 > 0 and b =
∑n
i=4 fi > 0. The vector (a, a + b, a, a), is a linear combination of kernel
elements and therefore a linear dependence. Further, f∗ = (a, a + b, a, a4, . . . , an) is the same linear
dependence with aa∗4 partitioned into the parallel vectors {a∗4, . . . a∗n} and satisfies our first condition.
We now find a functional g selecting an arbitrary f -monotone γ by finding {gi} and checking it
is a linear dependence. We mirror the enumeration of Γ(A, c) and begin by assuming {a∗1, a∗2, a∗3} are
ordered as (a∗1, a
∗
2, a
∗
3) of in γ and set
g1 = 0, g2 = 1, g3 = 1.
So that
g1
f1
=
0
a
<
g2
f2
=
1
a+ b
<
g3
f3
=
1
b
, and
g1a
∗
1 + g2a
∗
2 + g3a
∗
3 = 0.
We must have
n∑
i=4
gia
∗
i = 0.
Lemma 6.3 guarantees γ(1) 6= 1, so we assume γ(1) = 4. We find values for gi with i ≥ 5 just as in
Lemma 6.2 with a γ ordering then pick g4 so that
g4 + · · ·+ gd+2 = 0.
Since a∗1 is never first, g4 is negative so {gi} exist. For the symmetric ordering of {a∗1, a∗2, a∗3} we make a
symmetric argument by multiplying gi by−1. We conclude every f -monotone path of (A, c) is coherent
and therefore (Z(A), f) is all-coherent by Lemma 4.16 and (A, c) is universally all-coherent. 
6.3. Exceptional Case
The final arrangement we deal with is the minimal obstruction not dealt with by Corollary 4.20.
This hyperplane arrangement A consists of 6 vectors in R4 and is a single-element lifting of the type I
universally all-coherent arrangement with 5 vectors. A∗ is a minor deformation Example 4.10 and retains
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a∗1
a∗2
a∗3
a∗4 a
∗
5
a∗6
FIGURE 6.4. Dual vector configuration of the exceptional case.
just enough of the shuffle structure to contain incoherent f -monotone paths for every f . The exceptional
arrangement A has 4 parallelism classes so we must include the cross-ratio in our calculations. We start
by describing the galleries ofA and computing the incoherent f -monotone paths for various f . Once we
understand how f dictates which paths are coherent, we prove that there is always an incoherent path.
We first describe A using its dual A∗. We incorporate a generic f on Z(A) into our description of
A∗ so that for any f we have f(ai) = 1 by making
∑n
i=1 a
∗
i = 1.
A∗ =
( a∗1 a∗2 a∗3 a∗4 a∗5 a∗6
f1 0 0 f4 f5 −f6
−f1 f2 f3 0 0 µf6
)
We can describe any {f1, . . . , f6} using only four parameters and we pick {f2, f3, f4, f5}. From
these parameters we compute f1 and f6 as
f1 =
−1
µ− 1 (f2 + f3 + µf4 + µf5) , andf6 =
−1
µ− 1 (f2 + f3 + f4 + f5) .
and we must check that f1, f6 > 0 and (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is a positive linear dependence on A∗. We know
that if f2, f3, f4, f5 > 0 then f1 > 0 and f6 > 0 and check
∑6
i=1 a
∗
i :
a∗1 + a
∗
6 =
(
f1 − f6
−f1 + µf6
)
=
( −1
µ−1 (f2 + f3 + µf4 + µf5 − f2 − f3 − f4 − f5)
−1
µ−1 (−f2 − f3 − µf4 − µf5 + µf2 + µf3 + µf4 + µf5)
)
=
−1
µ− 1
(
µf4 + µf5 − f4 − f5
−f2 − f3 + µf2 + µf3
)
=
−1
µ− 1
(
(µ− 1) (f4 + f5)
(µ− 1) (f2 + f3)
)
= −
(
f4 + f5
f2 + f3
)
= − (a∗2 + a∗3 + a∗4 + a∗5) .
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〈f2, f3, f4, f5〉 421653 431652 521643 531642
〈1, 1, 1, 1〉 inc. inc. inc. inc.
〈1, 1, 2, 3〉 coh. coh. inc. inc.
〈1, 2, 1, 1〉 inc. coh. inc. coh.
〈1, 2, 1, 2〉 inc. coh. inc. inc.
〈4, 1, 2, 3〉 coh. inc. coh. inc.
〈2, 3, 4, 1〉 inc. inc. coh. coh.
TABLE 6.1. Summary of examples from Section 6.3
EXAMPLE 6.5. We compute the monotone path for a fixed µ. The monotone path graph contains
152 galleries and has diameter 15. We can also compute the fiber polytope and check that it has at most
148 galleries so we expect at least 4 incoherent galleries for every f . Remarkably, the cross-ratio does
not change coherence/incoherence for this configuration.
We use our computer to generate a list of incoherent nodes for fixed µ and a variety of f , which is
summarized in Table 6.1.
We must show that there is an incoherent path for every choice of {f2, f3, f4, f5}. Based on Ta-
ble 6.1 we guess that incoherent galleries ofA will always start with one of {a∗4, a∗5}, followed by one of
{a∗2, a∗3}, then followed by a∗1 and a∗6 in order, the unused element of {a∗4, a∗5}, and the final unaccounted
for vector from {a∗2, a∗3}. We write this using a regular expression.
γ = ({a∗4, a∗5} , {a∗2, a∗3} , a∗1, a∗6, {a∗5, a∗4} , {a∗3, a∗2}).
In Table 6.1, we see that there is no path which is incoherent for every f but, when we restrict our
attention to the functionals in which f2 ≤ f3 and f4 ≤ f5, we suspect that γ = 521643 is incoherent.
LEMMA 6.6. Suppose (Z(A),f ) is the exceptional pointed hyperplane arrangement above with dual
A∗. The gallery γ = 421653 is coherent if and only if
f3
f5
<
f3 + f5
f4 + f5
<
f2
f4
. (1)
PROOF. Our proof is geometric in nature and clear with adequate illustrations. All our diagrams
rely on
∑
a∗i = 0. When γ is coherent, we also know that
∑
gia
∗
i = 0. Our diagrams will focus on 6
vectors:
v24 = a
∗
2 + a
∗
4
v16 = −a∗1 − a∗6
v35 = a
∗
4 + a
∗
5
w24 = g2a
∗
2 + g4a
∗
4
w16 = −g1a∗1 − g6a∗6
w35 = g4a
∗
4 + g5a
∗
5.
Our convention will be to draw vij in black, wij in green, and both v16 and w16 as with dotted lines. We
a priori know that v24 and v35 will lay in the first quadrant and v16 will lay in the third quadrant. By
using Lemma 3.4 we can pick gi > 0 and know that w24 and w35 will also lay in the first quadrant while
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v16
v24
v35
w24
−w16
w35
FIGURE 6.5. γ = 421653 is coherent when f3f5 <
f3+f5
f4+f5
< f2f4 .
w16 will lay in the third quadrant. Our presentation of A∗ allows us to visualize information about gi in
the following way:
• When g4 < g2, w24 has a larger slope than v24.
• When g5 < g3, w35 has a larger slope than v35.
• When g1 < g6, w16 has a smaller slope than v35.
First we will check is that if Equation 1 holds then γ = 421653 is coherent. Figure 6.5 show
v24, v16, v35 satisfying Equation 1 . We pick g1 and g6 so that |v16| = |w16| and g2, g3, g4, g5 so that∑
gia
∗
i = 0. Since the solid green arrows are steeper than the solid black arrows, g4 < g2 and g5 < g6,
and the dotted green arrow is less steep than the dotted black arrow, so we know g1 < g6. We also see
that g2 + g4 < 1 < g3 + g5. We conclude that γ = 421653 is coherent.
In reverse, we must show that if Equation 1 is not satisfied, then γ = 421653 is incoherent. We first
consider the case that
f3
f5
=
f3 + f5
f4 + f5
=
f2
f4
.
We now assume
f3
f5
≥ f3 + f5
f4 + f5
≥ f2
f4
.
Figure 6.6 guides our proof. Suppose there exist g4 < g2 < g1 < g6 < g5 < g3 with
∑
gia
∗
i = 0, and
chosen so that |v16| = |w16|. Since w35 cannot point down, we must have
g2f2
g4f4
>
g2f2 + g3f3
g4f4 + g5f5
.
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−v16
v24
v35
w24
−w16
w35
FIGURE 6.6. γ = 421653 is incoherent when f3f5 ≥
f3+f5
f4+f5
≥ f2f4 .
which contradicts Figure 6.6. To make
∑
gia
∗
i = 0 we have had to shrink w35 while stretching w24.
This in turn means that g2 + g4 > g3 + g5, contradicting our hypothesis on {gi}.

Lemma 6.6 gives a method of seeing which galleries in A are incoherent. In A, the ordering of
{a∗2, a∗3} and the ordering of {a∗4, a∗5} were arbitrary so we can relabel vectors and see which labeling
make 421653 incoherent. To make this easier, we state this for an arbitrary gallery γ in the following
corollary.
COROLLARY 6.7. SupposeA∗ is the dual configuration in Lemma 6.6 and γ is a gallery of the form
{4, 5} {2, 3} 16 {5, 4} {3, 2}, then
fγ(6)
fγ(5)
<
f3 + f5
f4 + f5
<
fγ(2)
fγ(1)
.
PROOF. Since both the pairs a∗2, a
∗
3 and a
∗
4, a
∗
5 are parallel we can label them arbitrarily and after
reordering, have γ = 421653 is coherent. 
This corollary explains the results of Table 6.1 and why γ = 521643 is incoherent for every f . When
f2 ≤ f3 and f4 ≤ f5 we have:
f2
f5
≤ f2 + f3
f4 + f5
≤ f3
f4
,
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TABLE 6.2. Minimal obstructions in corank 2. Projection along the red vector results
in the hyperplane arrangement of Section 5.3.
so γ = 521643 is incoherent according to Corollary 6.7. We have shown that A has an incoherent
f -monotone path for every f and are ready to give a complete classification of universally all-coherent
hyperplane arrangements in corank 2.
6.4. Corank 2 classification
We claim that every pointed hyperplane arrangement in corank 2 is either one of our two univer-
sally all-coherent families or has an incoherent f -monotone path for every f . Section 6.3 gave a single
minimal obstruction however Figure 6.1 has pointed hyperplane arrangements which we claim have in-
coherent galleries. We recall that deleting a vector from A is equal to projecting parallel to a vector in
A∗ [Zie95, Prop. 6.1] so we rely on Lemma 4.19 to prove that A has incoherent f -monotone paths. Ta-
ble 6.2 shows each of the affine Gale duals, along with a representative dual vector configuration with a
single vector highlighted in red. Projecting parallel to each of the red vectors results in a vector configu-
ration which contains an incoherent f -monotone path γ according to Lemma 5.7 so each configuration in
Table 6.2 has an incoherent gallery by Lemma 4.19. We now can state the main theorem of this Chapter.
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THEOREM 6.8. In corank 2 there are exactly two infinite families of universally all-coherent pointed
hyperplane arrangements. All other corank 2 families have at least one incoherent f -monotone path for
every f and Figure 6.1 illustrates the minimal obstructions to universal all-coherence.
PROOF. WhenA is reducible, Corollary 5.8 describes precisely whenA = A1
⊔A2 has incoherent
galleries; A has incoherent galleries when A1 and A2 are both of corank 1. When A1 is of corank 2 and
A2 is of corank 0, the disjoint union A = A1
⊔A2 has incoherent galleries when A1 has incoherent
galleries, i.e., when A1 is not of type I or type II.
When A is an irreducible hyperplane arrangement, the two universally all-coherent infinite families
are the subject of Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.4. The minimal obstruction consisting of 6 vectors in
R4 contains an incoherent f -monotone path for every f by Lemma 6.6. The remaining hyperplane
arrangements are single element extensions of the corank 1 hyperplane arrangement of Section 5.7;
These arrangements always contain an incoherent f -monotone path by Lemma 4.19 and are illustrated
in Table 6.2. 
CHAPTER 7
Further Research
We now turn our attention to topics of ongoing investigation. Some of these questions, such as the
main question of [RR12] we asked at the outset of our research and have remained elusive. Others are
question that came up during our work and deserve further investigation.
7.1. When does the diameter equal |L2|?
With Theorem 5.12 we have an answer to the diameter question of [RR12] in corank 1, obtained
by find an L2-accessible node for any graph G2(A, c). Such methods cannot give a complete answer in
corank 2, as Example 7.1 has no L2-accessible galleries.
EXAMPLE 7.1. A hyperplane arrangement we have looked at but have not featured prominently is
the arrangement:
A =

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 −1 −2
0 0 1 1 3
 ,with Gale dual:
This example has diameter equal to |L2| automatically sinceA ⊂ R3 [CM93, Theorem 2.5], [RR12,
Remark 2.6] and is a minimal obstruction to universal all-coherence in corank 2. A careful inspection
of the graph G2(A, c), illustrated in Figure 7.1, where we have labeled each flip with the pair of hyper-
planes that intersect at its non-trivial cell, reveals G2(A, c) has no L2-accessible galleries.
7.2. What are the universally all-coherent families in higher corank?
We have classified all universally all-coherent pointed hyperplane arrangements in coranks 1 and
2. Corank 3 is what Sturmfels calls “the threshold for counterexamples” [Stu88] and poses additional
challenges over coranks 1 and 2. In particular, a finite enumeration of classes in corank 3 is impossible.
Our main tools of classification Lemma 4.16 and Lemma 4.24 are valid for arbitrary corank and our
computational tools are powerful enough to look at examples.
Computational results indicate that there are pointed hyperplane arrangements which are all-coherent
for certain f in corank 3 and above and therefore universally all-coherent by Theorem 4.17. These fami-
lies extend the type I family of Section 6.1 in corank k and take the form A∗ = {e1, . . . , ek, v, v, . . . , v}
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FIGURE 7.1. The monotone path graph with no L2-accessible nodes discussed in Ex-
ample 7.1.
for generic v. We have listed gallery counts for these arrangements when n is small in Table 7.1. We
strongly suspect that this family is universally all-coherent and that a proof of coherence for these fami-
lies is directly analogous to the proof given in Section 6.1. Table 7.1 suggests that the number of galleries
in galleries will be counted by
Γ(A, c) = k!(d− 1)!
(
d+ 1
k + 1
)
,
and we expect an enumeration of the galleries to be similar to the enumeration in Lemma 6.1. We have
not, however, attempted to give functionals selecting galleries for an arbitrary f , preferring to keep our
focus on corank 2.
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k
n
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 12 16
2 72 120 180
3 480 960 1680 2688
4 3600 8400 16800 30240 50400
5 30240 80640 181440 362880 665280 1140480
6 282240 846720 2116800 4656960 9313920 17297280 30270240
7 2903040 9676800 26611200 63866880 138378240 276756480 518918400 922521600
TABLE 7.1. Number of galleries in of suspected universally all-coherent pointed hy-
perplane arrangements in dimension d with corank k
In addition, we expect to find corank k analogs of the type II universally all-coherent family. Proving
universal all-coherence is important but is not the most exciting task. The main reason to further study
these examples is to try to find all possible, all-coherent pointed hyperplane arrangements. After finding
all all-coherent pointed hyperplane arrangements and removing them from the list of all hyperplane
arrangements, you know where to look for minimal obstructions.
7.3. What are the minimal obstructions in corank k > 2?
In addition to our suspected family of universally all-coherent pointed hyperplane arrangements in
corank k, we can ask about minimal obstructions in corank k. Corank 1 has a single minimal obstruction.
Corank 2 has 9 minimal obstructions but 8 of them were extensions of the corank 1 minimal obstruction.
Given the difficulty of classifying monotone path graphs in corank 3 and above we have no good intuition
into the question of “what are the minimal obstructions?”. We are specifically interested in hyperplane
arrangements analogous to the purple arrangements of Figure 7.2 which are minimal obstructions to
all-coherence, but extensions only of universally all-coherent hyperplane arrangements in corank 2. To
help us, the results of Chapter 4 are independent of corank and our computational tools are available to
generate examples.
7.4. Cyclic hyperplane arrangements?
Since a classification is challenging in corank 3 and above we can direct our efforts at particularly
nice families of pointed hyperplane arrangements. Methods of single-element liftings and single-element
extensions have proven useful in the analysis of cyclic polytopes [ERR00], [ADLRS00] and we have
a very similar story for cyclic hyperplane arrangements. We define the family of cyclic hyperplane
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arrangements:
A(n, d) =

a1 a2 · · · an
1 1 · · · 1
t1 t2 · · · tn
...
...
...
td−11 t
d−1
2 · · · td−1n
,
with t1 < t2 < . . . < tn. Based on our results, we claim (A(n, d), c) has is universally all-coherent when
n = d+1 and c is a reorientation of the k = 1 corank 1 hyperplane arrangement and all has incoherent f -
monotone paths for all other c. Further, we claim that when n−d ≥ 2 the cyclic hyperplane arrangement
(A(n, d), c) has incoherent f -monotone paths for any f realizing (A(d+ 1, d), c) and for every c.
PROPOSITION 7.2. Given a pointed, cyclic hyperplane arrangement (A(n, d), c) with d > 2 and f
realizing c, the monotone path graph
• When n− d = 1, the pointed hyperplane arrangement (A(n, d), c) is universally all-coherent
when c is a reorientation of the universally all-coherent corank 1 pointed hyperplane arrange-
ment (e.g., c = − − + − + · · · − +), and has incoherent f -monotone paths for all other
c.
• When n − d ≥ 2, the pointed hyperplane arrangement (A(n, d), c) has incoherent galleries
for every f .
PROOF. A(n, d) is irreducible and when n = d + 1 we compute the dual as A∗ = (a∗1, . . . , a∗d+1)
using the Vandermonde determinant, so
a∗i = (−1)(i+1)
∏
1≤j<k≤d+1
j,k 6=i
(tk − tj) /ti.
We know that tk − tj > 0 for 1 ≤ j < k ≤ d + 1 so the sign of a∗i depends only on i. When
c = − − + − + · · · − +, we have a∗1 as negative dual vector, and all other {a∗i } are positive dual
vectors. The pointed hyperplane configuration (A, c) then realizes the unique universally all-coherent
cyclic hyperplane arrangement is that of Section 5.2.
For all other corank 1 cyclic hyperplane Section 5.3 proves that there is an incoherent f -monotone
path for every f by giving a minimal obstruction when d = 3 and realizingA(d+ 1, d) a single-element
lifting of A(d, d− 1) which has incoherent f -monotone paths for every f , by Lemma 4.24.
When d > 3 and n−d = 2, the pointed cyclic hyperplane arrangementsA(n, d) have no parallelism
in the dual and are single-element liftings of the parallelism free classes in Table 6.2. These minimal
obstructions arrangements all contain incoherent f -monotone paths according to Theorem 6.8 so they
form a minimal obstruction set and any A(d + 2, d) with d > 2 contains incoherent f -monotone paths
by Lemma 4.24. For n − d ≥ 2 we know that A(n, d) is a single element extension of a corank 2
cyclic hyperplane arrangement and will have incoherent f -monotone paths for every f according to
Lemma 4.19. 
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Existence of incoherent f -monotone paths nodes do not determine the diameter G2(C(n, d), c) so
the main question of Reiner and Roichman remains unsolved for cyclic hyperplane arrangements. Cyclic
hyperplane arrangements do give insight into the diameter of G2(A(n, d), c). The cyclic arrangement
A(8, 4) is the first realized example we know of, in which the diameter ofG2(A, c) is strictly greater than
|L2|. Non-realized examples previously demonstrated that the diameter is strictly greater than |L2| for
acyclically oriented matroids in rank 4 [RG93, §3], [RR12, p.2785-2786]. In Example 7.3 we improve
this result by demonstrating that the cyclic hyperplane arrangements,A(8, 4) realize an example in which
the diameter bound strictly greater than |L2|. We feel our methods are only scratching the surface of this
rich family and it is worth studying in further detail.
EXAMPLE 7.3. The cyclic hyperplane arrangement A(8, 4) has 8 vectors in R4 and the chamber
c = (−)4(+)4 specifies an acyclic orientation. Making use of our computer we can check that
|Γ(A, c)| = 4896,
DiamG2(A, c) = 30, and
|L2| = 28.
Yet the shortest path between γ = 34127856 and −γ = 65872143 has length 30 and crosses the L2
intersection X1,2 multiple times.
In fact of the 128 chambers of A the diameter equals |L2| for 96 chambers and is strictly greater
for remaining 32 chambers. At this time we know of nothing special about the 32 chambers of A which
make the diameter greater than |L2| = 28.
We know that the diameter ofG2(A(n, 3)) equals |L2| and also that the diameter ofG2(A(d+1, d))
equals |L2|, yet by d = 4, and n = 8, we have a cyclic arrangement A(8, 4), whose diameter is greater
than |L2|. We believe that Example 7.3 is the smallest realized case in which diameter exceeds |L2| but
we do not yet understand why, nor are our methods powerful enough to guess when the diameter will
exceed |L2|.
7.5. Computational Results and Applications to other Fields?
Our computational tools have provided new results for the number of reduced words in reflection
arrangements. A simple modification of Dijkstra’s algorithm provides a powerful tool to count paths
on a pointed zonotope [Dij59]. We used this method to compute the number of galleries in pointed
hyperplane arrangements without producing the monotone path graph. This allowed us to compute the
number of reduced words for some reflection arrangements which were previously unknown, as well as
provide confirmation of results obtained in other ways. We highlight these computations in Table 7.2.
The simplex method [Mur83] of optimization is deeply concerned with understanding f -monotone
paths on polytopes [AK08] and its worst case run time proportional to the diameter 1-skeleton of poly-
topes.
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Arrangement DiamG2(A, c) = |L2|? |Γ(A)| ∃L2-accessible
H3 Y 152 Yes, 4
D4 Y 2316 Y
D5 Y 12985968 Unknown
D6 Y 3705762080 Unknown
F4 Y 2144892 Unknown
TABLE 7.2. Summary of computational results.
CONJECTURE 7.4 (Hirsch). For n > d > 2 the diameter of a polytope in Rd with m facets is no
larger than m− d.
Our results of Theorem 5.12 and Example 7.3 fit into this context as geometrically motivated graphs
with unexpected diameters. Diameter is known for zonotopes is known and well understood, however
the diameter of monotone path graphs remains an interesting question.
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APPENDIX A
Incoherent tigers in acyclic cages
Die Mathematiker sind eine Art Franzosen;
redet man zu ihnen, so bersetzen sie es in ihre
Sprache, und dann ist es alsobald ganz etwas
anders.a
aMathematicians are [like] a sort of Frenchmen; if
you talk to them, they translate it into their own lan-
guage, and then it is immediately something quite
different.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
Welcome to the part of my thesis written for non-mathematicians. This section is an attempt to
answer the question “what exactly is it you study?”. A typical answer to this question drops some buzz
words, includes a variety of tangentially related applications, but never says much of anything. To me
this misses the point in the same way that “I work in that building” misses the point of the question “what
do you do”. A better answer allows non-mathematicians to interact with the same problems I think about
day-to-day, in a less technical way, which is what this appendix attempts to do.
At the highest level I study mathematics (Duh!). The particular flavor of math is combinatorics,
which is the mathematical study of objects which you can count. Within combinatorics I enjoy counting
objects of geometric or algebraic interest (e.g., counting solutions to an equation). The topic of this
thesis is coherent monotone paths, specifically trying to answer the question “which monotone paths are
coherent”.
Already, we are dealing with technical objects without a formal definition. Chapters 2 and 3 of
this dissertation give meaning to monotone paths and coherent galleries. Instead of asking you to read
those 30 pages, I am going pose some problems involving a tiger. The problems about tigers are actual
examples from this thesis; they will not look technical at first, but that is because I have replaced the
frightening technical words like “acyclic”, “monotone”, and “bijection” with more friendly words like
“tiger” and “fence”. These problems aren’t designed to trick anyone and if you make an honest attempt
to solve the problem, you’ll have a good idea of the methods I used in this thesis.
Acyclic tiger cages: Suppose you are a zoo keeper and your job is to keep a tiger from escaping its
cage. The Tigers live on a line and the cage is four fences, two on either side of the tiger as illustrated in
Figure A.1.
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FIGURE A.1. The tiger problem
Occasionally, you must rotate the fences, which means you to take every fence and move it to the
opposite side of the tiger. The catch is that you cannot let the tiger escape while you are rotating fences.
You can move any fence at any time, you can move each fence only once, and you must move all of
them.
This is not possible with only one fence on each side of the tiger, but with our tiger cage has fences.
Using the fence labeling in figure A.1 you can move the fences in the order 1423 or 2431, but you cannot
move the fences in the order 1234; after moving the first two fences, your tiger will escape out the left
side of the cage, as illustrated in A.1. We can now ask our first problem:
Counting Problem 1: In how many ways can you move all the fences exactly once without ever
letting the tiger escape.
You should pause here, get out a pencil, and try this problem for yourself. It is a fun problem, just
try some rotations and see if you notice any patterns. You can’t count all the rotations with just your
fingers, but if you use both fingers and toes you can get there.
A standard answer to this question is to create the decision tree illustrated in Figure A.2. You can
see 4 choices for the first fence you move, 2 choices for the second, 2 choices for the 3rd fence, and
only 1 choice for the last fence. This gives a total of 4 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 = 16 possible ways to rotate the fences.
The tree is reasonably large so I have drawn it using a shorthand. In our shorthand we write + or − for
each fence: We write − if we still must move the fence and + if we have already moved the fence. This
shorthand calls the starting fence arrangement − − −− and the final fence arrangement + + ++ and a
fence rotation is a path between these, such as 1423, which we write in shorthand:
−−−− → +−−−− → +−−+→ + +−+→ + + + + .
The tiger will escape if our shorthand is ever −−++ or + +−−.
Counting fence rotations is a problem that I solved in this thesis. I called a fence rotations a gallery
in Definition 2.10. The counting problem you just solved was important enough that it was Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.1 says that if a tiger is surrounded by n fences with k < n fences to his right, then the
number of fence rotations is
n!− 2(n− k)!k!.
I encourage you to use n = 4 and k = 2 to check your answer to Counting Problem 1. My solution is
different from the decision tree; to count the number of fence rotations, I count ways to let the tiger free
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and remove that from the all possible ways to rotate the fences. Once you have done that you can use
Lemma 5.1 for 20 fences or 100 fences with ease. Which way do you think is easier?
When we look at the decision tree more closely we see some repetition. Some fence arrangements
come up multiple times, for instance the cage +−+− is seen when we move fence 1 followed by fence 3
and seen again when we move fence 3 followed by fence 1. The decision tree was great for counting fence
rotations but is does not distinguish between fence arrangements when we get to the same arrangement
multiple ways. This is confusing! we want to understand all fence arrangements which keep the tiger
from escaping. By redrawing the decision tree with each fence draw configuration drawn once, we have
a more clear picture of ways to keep the tiger from escaping. See Figure A.3.
This picture looks like a 3d shape and remarkably it is a 3d shape that you can think of as being a
weird 12-sided die or a stretched cube. Suddenly we are doing geometry while talking about tigers in
a zoo. This is so cool that we need to give it a name, so we call it the Tiger tope. In this setting, fence
rotations are paths from −−−− to + + ++ on the tiger tope.
We can now say how similar two fence rotations are because they can partly overlap as paths on the
tiger tope. We can say that 1342 “is close to” 1324 because they are the same for the first two fence
moves and differ only by moving the last two fences in opposite orders. We call this flipping two fences
because we can move both fences at once without letting the tiger escape.
If you look at all the possible fence rotations you found, you can arrange them together and connect
the fence arrangement which are flips (like 1324 and 1342). This gives you a picture which looks like
Figure A.4 and which we call the fence diagram. A fancier word for it is the monotone path graph
(Definition 2.37) which are the geometric objects that this dissertation is about.
Congratulations, you now understand the geometric half of this thesis. The remaining half of the
thesis is the question of which monotone paths are “coherent”. To explain coherence, we will go back
to our tiger and ask a second counting problem. After understanding the solution you will be ready to
understand the main results of this thesis.
Coherent tigers: Lets start with the same tiger in the same cage and we still want to rotate the fences
without letting the tiger escape. Further suppose that you cannot move the fences yourself (perhaps there
was an unfortunate tiger accident), but you can still ask people to move the fences for you. You have
interns who are all hanging out by the fences to the left of the tiger and you have tiger lovers who are
all hanging out to the right of the tiger. To get the interns and the tiger lovers to move fences, you must
follow these rules:
(1) You must pay interns to move the fences from left to right.
(2) Tiger lovers pay you for the opportunity to move fences from right to left.
(3) As the fences move, the tiger gets more hungry and active, which excites the tiger lovers and
scares the interns. The result is that for each fence moved, more money is exchanged (you
must either pay more to the interns or the tiger lovers will pay you more to move fences for
you).
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+ + +−
+ + +−
−−−+
+ + ++
+−+−
+ + +−
+ + ++
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+ + ++
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+ +−+
+ + +−
+ +−+
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FIGURE A.2. The tiger decision tree
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−−−−
−−−+
+ + +−
−−+−
+ +−+
−+ +−
+−++
+ + ++
+−−−
−+−−
−+ ++
+−−+
+−+−
−+−+
FIGURE A.3. The tiger-tope
Counting Problem 2 As a non-profit zoo, you can’t make money moving the fences, but you
shouldn’t lose money either. Which of the 16 fence rotations can convince the tiger lovers and interns to
move without losing or making money?
An example is in order here. We can convince tiger lovers and interns to rotate the fences in the
order 1342 by paying an intern $1 to move fence 1, then charge a tiger lover $2 to move fence 3, then
get another tiger lover to pay $3 to move fence 4, and finally pay $4 to have an intern move fence 2. We
paid $5 to interns and we got $5 from tiger lovers. In contrast there is no way to pay people to move
the fences in the order 1324 since you will make money from moving 1 followed by 4 and you will also
make money from 2 followed by 4, so you are doomed to make money for the zoo.
You should again pause here, get out your pencil and try this problem yourself. Checking all 16
fence rotations might get dull, but try a few and see if you notice any patterns.
The fence rotations that balance tiger lovers and interns are called coherent. That is the same notion
of coherence as in the title of this dissertation and was Definition 2.39. The fence rotations which cannot
be done for free are incoherent. Understanding which galleries are coherent and which galleries are
incoherent is the major question of this thesis, and you now understand it! This dissertation is a careful
analysis of two generalizations of the tiger problem.
The first is to ask about more fences or different arrangements of the fences. Both of these possibili-
ties are addressed in Chapter 5 which presents 2 major results, which we will paraphrase in the language
of tigers and fences:
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3214
1423
1432
4213
1324
4123
1342
2413
3124
3241
3142
2314
2431
2341
4132
4231
FIGURE A.4. The tiger fence diagram
(1) Theorem 5.5: If you have a tiger enclosed by n fences but only 1 of them is to the left of the
tiger, you can always pay your tiger lovers and interns to rotate the fences for you. That is,
there are no incoherent fence rotations when k = 1.
(2) Theorem 5.7 When k > 1 there will always be a fence rotation which you cannot pay tiger
lovers and interns to do for you, without making or losing money. The proof of this is particu-
larly interesting, because it uses a technical Lemma 4.24 to say “If there is an incoherent fence
rotation for n fences I cannot make every ordering coherent by adding more fences”. This
Lemma is hugely important because it lets us carefully solve bite sized problems (like you just
did!) then draw conclusions about all other tiger cages. 5.4
A second way to generalize the tiger problems is to consider a tiger who lives on a plane. The
definitions of fence rotations, coherent and incoherent become more involved here but we have analogous
results
(1) Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 6.4 give conditions making every fence rotation coherent.
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(2) Lemma 6.6 shows that all other configurations have at least 1 incoherent fence rotation. Lemma 4.24
is again the primary tool we use, so this again reduces down to checking 9 bite sized problems
carefully.
If you are still reading, thank you for your patience. The question which I should still answer is
“who cares”? I doubt that I will receive any calls from zoo keepers asking how to rotate fences around
their one-dimensional tigers. Mathematicians are interested in this problem because when a tiger cage
has only coherent fence rotations the fence rotation graph will look like a sphere (in d dimensions).
This may seem abstract and impractical but I agree with De Loera, Santos, and Rambau who wrote:
“We firmly believe that understanding the fundamentals of geometry and combinatorics pays up for
algorithms and applications.” [DLRS10]. The algorithms and applications they are referring to include:
• The simplex algorithm for optimization. Galleries are monotone paths so we are describing
the same objects used in linear programming. Unfortunately our description does not help
solve linear programming problems but this illustrates that these are practical objects. Interest-
ingly, the Hirsch conjecture for linear programming was solved by Santos [San12] whom we
consulted for Lemma 4.16.
• Triangulations, which are a natural ways to decompose convex regions into smaller, bite-sized
convex regions. Triangulations like galleries, can be coherent or incoherent and are used in
everything from meshing for numerical methods and algebra problems to computer graphics,
or volume computations.
• Gro¨bner Bases, which are methods of working with multivariate polynomials on computers.
They are cutting edge math which uses triangulations to replace polynomials with monomials
and solve nonlinear systems of equations.
Finally, I think this is a beautiful topic full of cool math and that makes it worth studying for its own
sake. I have avoided talking about applications because I wanted to give readers the chance to actually
do some math and appreciate its beauty for themselves.
APPENDIX B
Classification of affine Gale diagrams and monotone path graphs
This thesis is not complete without a classification of pointed zonotopes. Our starting point is a
vector configuration V = {v1, . . . , vn}. We recall that the covectors ofM(V ) are sign vectors of valua-
tions of functionals f on V and the maximal covectors are sign vectors of generic functionals for which
f(vi) 6= 0. The zonotope Z(V )
∑n
i=1[−vi, vi] has vertices corresponding to maximal covectors of V
and the Gale dual V ∗ of V is a vector configuration whose linear dependencies correspond to the maxi-
mal covectors of V . Our strategy for classification of pointed zonotopes will be to classify all affine Gale
diagrams. The choice of an affine gale diagrams includes the choice of an acyclic orientation ofM(V )
so affine Gale diagrams will correspond to pointed zonotopes and pointed hyperplane configurations.
We give a partial ordering on affine Gale diagrams using single-element extensions which we recall
from Chapter 2.2.
DEFINITION B.1. We say that a vector configuration V + is a single-element extension of V if
V + = V ∪ {vn+1}
DEFINITION B.2. We say that a vector configuration V̂ =
{
v̂i ∈ Rd+1
∣∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1} is a single-
element lifting of V =
{
vi ∈ Rd
∣∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} if there is a linear surjection Rd+1 pi7−→ Rd so that
pi(vˆn+1) = 0
pi(vˆi) = ci · vi 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Without loss of generality, we typically assume that ci = 1.
The important things to recall about single-element liftings and extensions are:
• Single element extensions of V ∗ correspond to single-element liftings of V .
• Single element extensions increase corank.
• Any function h ∈ (Rd)∗ of V can be extended to V +, however acyclic orientations of V do
not necessarily extend to acyclic orientations of V + as h(v∗n+1) may not be positive.
• Single element liftings preserve corank.
• Acyclic orientations ofA can always be lifted to acyclic orientations of Â, using Lemma 4.11.
• If V̂ is a single-element lifting of V then V̂ ∗ is a single-element extension of V ∗(
V̂
)∗
= (V ∗)+
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• If V + is a single-element extension of V then (V +)∗ is a single-element lifting of V ∗(
V +
)∗
= V̂ ∗
B.1. Corank 1
For V a vector configuration of d+1 vectors in Rd the dual configuration V ∗ =
{
v∗1 , . . . , v
∗
d+1
}
is a
configuration of d+1 vectors inR1. These vectors can either point in the positive direction or the negative
direction. We know from Definition 2.26 that the magnitudes |v∗i | do not changeM(V ), so the positive
vectors are interchangeable and the negative vectors are interchangeable. The vector configuration V
is uniquely determined by the number k of negative vectors in V ∗. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that 0 ≤ k ≤ d+12 .
The k = 0 vector configuration will have no acyclic orientation; all v∗i will be positive and thus there
no {hi > 0} such that
∑
hiv
∗
i = 0. All other vector configurations will have an acyclic orientation.
Figure B.1 illustrates corank 1 vector configurations for small n, ordered by single-element extension,
which will be lifting in the dual.
We represent each pointed zonotope with a series of black and white dots. We draw positive vec-
tors as black dots and negative vectors as white dots. We denote vector configurations with an acyclic
orientation using a circle diagram, while those with no acyclic orientation are contained in an square.
B.2. Corank 2
To give an equivalent classification in corank 2 we extend these tricks by writing vectors as elements
of V ∗ in standard position and calling them positive or negative. This was accomplished by [Gal56] and
more fully developed in [Gru¨67] and [McM71] but is presented in many survey works of which we are
particularly fond of [Zie95] and [BLVS+93]. We first write V ∗ in a canonical form.
DEFINITION B.3. When d ≥ 3 and n − d = 2, we say that the vectors of V ∗ are in standard
position when v∗1 = ±
(
0
1
)
, v∗2 = ±
(
1/2
1/2
)
, and v∗3 = ±
(
1
0
)
. Any remaining vi are given coordinates
±
(
1
−µ
)
and we call µ the cross-ratio of v∗i .
To classify the elements of V ∗ as positive or negative vectors in 2 dimension, we introduce an affine
hyperplane and look at which half-space contains each element of V ∗. This gives a picture known as an
affine Gale diagrams.
DEFINITION B.4. Given a vector configuration V consisting of n vectors in Rd, the Affine Gale
Diagram is a set of vectors inRn−d−1 each labeled as “positive” or “negative”. The affine Gale diagram
encodes the geometric information of V which we construct as follows:
(1) Find V ∗ so thatM(V )∗ =M(V ∗).
(2) Pick L, a generic affine hyperplane of Rn−d with normal vector `.
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FIGURE B.1. Affine Gale diagrams in corank 1.
(3) Project v∗i ∈ V ∗ onto L.
(4) Label v∗i ∈ V ∗ as positive or negative based on the sign of v∗i · `.
Our convention when drawing pictures of affine Gale diagrams is to draw positive vectors as black
dots and negative vectors as white dots. We will draw our affine gale diagrams so that classes of parallel
vectors in V ∗ will “line up” on the x axis, while non parallel vectors have distinct y values form a “pile”.
We recognize that the absolute position of the remaining vectors may depend on the cross-ratio, even
when the oriented matroid does not.
Affine Gale diagrams make it possible to classify corank 2 vector configurations, however we can
not tell when two affine Gale diagrams represent the same vector configuration. We address this with a
brief lemma.
LEMMA B.5. Two affine Gale diagrams are equivalent if they differ by any sequence of moves of
the form :
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• Reversing the order of the vectors.
• Pulling a vector from the top, switching its sign, and putting it back on the bottom.
PROOF. This proof follows from the definition of affine Gale diagrams. Reversing the signed vectors
corresponds to flipping the normal vector of L. Cycling signed vectors corresponds to rotating the
hyperplane L. When L rotates through a vector v∗i the sign of v∗i and it switches from being first to last,
thus the signed vector changes color and moves from first to last. 
We now classify realized oriented matroids in corank 2 using affine Gale diagrams. This classi-
fication is well-known [Gal56], however a complete classification is tedious and typically left to the
reader [Zie95] or treated as a counting problem [LV77]. We include our classification because we found
it useful as a written reference, and having the complete classification ordered by single extensions lift-
ings makes patterns clear.
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FIGURE B.2. Affine Gale diagrams in corank 2 with exactly 3 parallelism classes
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FIGURE B.3. Affine Gale diagrams in corank 2 with exactly 4 parallelism classes
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FIGURE B.4. Affine Gale diagrams in corank 2 with exactly 5 parallelism classes
